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Competition for excess production and more profits
among the imperialists is the reason for today‘s Corona virus
birth. The whole world is disturbed with the tsunami of
pandemic Corona. For the first time in the history of the
mankind worldwide people have been bound with
lockdown. Many serious changes are going to take place in
socio- economic scenario worldwide due to the paw blew
by Corona virus. Living
conditions of the people in the
country especially the working
class and the poor are going to
be more unbearable. We
appeal all masses to understand
all these issues in a correct
perspective and the workers
should be  prepared to wage
struggles with the spirit of May Day to maintain their existence
in their struggle for life. We call upon the workers to observe
this May Day -2020 “Against exploitation notch under
Corona notch”.

Although the measures taken by the union and state
governments for prevention of Corona are with much lapses,
we appeal the workers and the people to act responsibly.
Due to Corona lockdown the workers in the country are
suffering from workless conditions and no payments.
Although the USA, the UK, Denmark and other countries
are paying full pledged salaries to their workers, but we can
see no such indications by our governments to pay full
pledged salaries to the workers in India. The migrant workers
are suffering from untold burdens. Their burdens are beyond
description. The lives of the migrant workers have become
miserable with absent-mindedly imposed lockdown without
precautions and pre-arrangements. They are walking
hundreds of kilometers to reach their homes, due to their
walk, hunger and others their deaths are competing with
deaths occurring due to Corona. The migrant workers have
been walked for hundreds and thousands of kilometers are

sent back than allowing them to reach their destination with
proper arrangements. They should be allowed to reach their
homes by conducting tests even at the borders. The rulers
are arranging flights to bring back some ‘special class’ people.
But the same are doing no arrangements for migrant workers
to send them to their home states and districts.  This instance
is a strong evidence to understand the class discrimination of

the rulers towards the
poor people in India.
The governments shall
make all arrangements
immediately to send the
migrant workers to their
home states by
conducting tests.

Lock down is not
the one and only solution to extricate our country from
pandemic Corona. The rulers are displaying their moan and
groan over their inefficiency to provide medical facility for
Corona effected positive persons and their contacts and to
send them into quarantine and to isolate them from others.
Without conducting tests on a large scale and passing the
time naming lockdown is nothing except to put the lamp in
the air and to pray the God to protect it. The rulers are
utilizing Corona too skillfully for their political interests and
propagating it extensively.

          The workers and the poor are the main losers of
pandemic Corona. The rich class suffered nothing for their
existence. Some of their earnings may halt for some time.
This is the time for these rich people who have already earned
in the society to support the workers and the poor who are
losing with Corona blow. But the capitalist exploitation forces
are trying their level best and consider Corona as a chance
to impose heavy work burden on the shoulders of the
workers, to loot their labour dead cheaply and to take away
the hard earned rights of the working class. Gujarat Chamber
of Commerce &Industry urged (Contd....10th page)
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The Karona virus (Covid-19) all of a sudden

appreared in Wuhan city in China in an unprecedented man-
ner. The Chinese medical staff and the government officials
made numerous efforts from 2019 November to December
30 to find out the existence of Karona virus and to annihilate
it.  In the meanwhile hundreds of Wuhan people lost their
lives. Many of the medical staff including the Doctor lost
their lives. The supposed  birth place of this virus i.e. China
also delayed in taking prompt
actions and in alerting the
world. At last on 31st of De-
cember 2019, the Chinese
government reported to the
World Health Orgnisation
(WHO) about their findings
regarding brand new virus and
the efforts they have made to
annihilate it.  On March 11,
2020 the WHO warned all
the countries about this virus.
Debates and discussions took place throughout the world
about this most pandemic virus in print and electronic me-
dia. In countries like Italy, Spain, France, England etc. hun-
dreds of people started loosing their lives. As this virus first
appeared its existence in China, all these countries closed
their travels to and fro for China. Even China had stopped
its peoples’ journeys to Wuhan and other cities. China had
locked downed Wuhan. China had almost all mobilised its
medical personnel throughout the country to Wuhan  to pro-
tect and safeguard its people and made numerous efforts to
prevent the spread of this pandemic to other areas.  In its
efforts China had also taken the help of other countries.
The adamant stands of Trump and
Modi towards Karona:

Despite all the above developments and the pan-
demic Covid-19 was feverishly spreading  to many coun-
tries of the world paartcularly European countries like U.K,
Italy, Spain, France the head of the Super Power--America

behaved like a dead silent spectator. He gave preference to
have a jolly trip toGujarath in India along with Modi. He
went to Gujarath on February 20 in a big way taking his
entire entourage. He gave preference to have a grand wel-
come by Modi and ilk “Namasthe Trump” with one lakh
people.  He kept all his attention on his becoming the Ameri-

can President again in-
stead of the deaths
occuring and would be
occured in a catastrephic
mannner to the American
people.  In the same way,
Modi also gave promi-
nence to pleasure trips
and dinners with Trump
than giving prominnence
to prevent the great
catastrophy to the Indian
people with Covid-19

though it had already entered in India. Negating the coun-
trywide angry protests particularly in Delhi against NRC,
CAA, NPR, he concentrated all his attention  to have a best
certificate from Trump sidetracking his attention from these
protests. With the pretext of welcoming Trump, Modi wished
to project  the on going countrywide movement particularly
in Delhi against NRC, CAA, NPR as nothing but sparce.
Karona virus and the lockdowns became unexpected gifts
to Modi to divert the peoples attention from the daily de-
clining economic slump and the nationwide peoples’
movementsw against NRC, CAA and NPRs.

Having completed his bobastic “Namasthe Trump”
trip, he fully concentrated all his time in hatching conspira-
cies to topple the Congress government in Madhya Pradesh.
After the most insulting game the BJP central leadership had
played in Maharastra,  Modi wanted to come out of it with
some result in Madhya Pradesh. Modi’s efforts gave divi-
dends with the toppling of Congress and BJP again taking

Chandranna
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charge in Madhya  pradesh. Only when the toppling of
Cgngress government in Madhya Pradesh succeeded , Modi
started paying attention at the danger of Covid-19 pandemic.

The irresponsible pronouncements of
Modi and the developments:

Modi jumped into the field on March 20 against
Karona Virus. He started teachings about the great catas-
trophe of Karona virus.  He started telling that he had been
deeply involved in this issue. He gave a call to the Indian
people to observe “Janatha Curphew”on 22nd March. Jagan
who was taking the dangr of  Karona virus until then and
levelling criticism and took cudgels against SEC  Ramesh
Kumar for postponing the local elections,  started telling as if
he recognised the catastrophe of Karona virus. Whatever it
might be, the “Janatha Curphew” on March 22nd was a
grand success throughout the country.  All the political par-
ties in the country completely supported the “Janatha
Curphew” call given by Modi against Karona Pandemic
(Covid-19). This grand success was not the greatness of
Modi. This is a reflexion of developed Health Protecting
Consciousness among the people to unitedly fight against
the Karona catastrophe. Taking this as a leeway, scared of
widespread pandemic growth in other countries, he gave a
call on 23rd Maarch to observe countrywide lockdown from
March 24 to April 14. India is a country with 130 crore
people. This country is already facing the economic slump.
This is a country where people are feverishly angry with and
resorting to movements against the wrong policies NRC.
India is a country whence lakhs of people went to other
countries to do their jobs and works.    This is a country
where lakhs of migrant workers and coolies, unorganised
workers and coolies for want  of jobs and livelihood are
going and  staying from one state to another state and from
one place to another place.This is the time  of Khariff har-
vests.  Before announcing the llockdown and other related
measures Modi should  have deeply discussed all these things
with  his partymen and with all the other opposition parties
and should have taken  necessary measures in advance.  ....

Without taking all these items into consideration Modi
declared 21days lockdown on 23rd.He cancelled all inter-
nal and external flights. He cancelled all Rail and Road ser-
vices. With the declaration of lockdown and other measures

life in the country became paralysed in all sectors.  Rich
people don’t have much difficulty with the 21 days lockdown.
But what is the fate of the poor people whose hand to mouth
is impossible without doing any work?  What is the fate
Khariff harvests which are ready? What will be the fate of
tenant peasants if untimely rains come?  Modi’s government
declared lockdown without any preparation on these items.
As soon as lockdown declared, the contractors and the com-
pany owners declared that they were helpless to feed the
migrant workers.

workers and cooles decided and started to go by
walk to their native places as there were no facilities to go
by.  In this way, they have to walk 5 hundred to 2000
Kilometres from one state to another. While travelling on
their way many people died due lack of food, water and
fatigue.  Further while on their way police resorted to brutal
lathi charges, beatings with fists and legs on babies, women
and oldmen un head of their  prayers to save.  The acts of
the police remind us the slave era. They  started to go by
walk with their bags and baggages when their government
failed to provide any alternative, why their arrests and ha-
rassments? Why these people are going hundreds and thou-
sands of Kilometres by walk without food and drinking
water?Is Modi’s not responsible for this? Did at least, the
state governments provided any help to these wretched
people. Theare are instances of government sent flights to
bring the rich from other countries wheare as these wretched
workers, coolies and their families were left to walk, die
while walking, face untold difficulties on their way to their
native villages.  These workers and coolies who provide
food with our countrymen had no other option but walk and
that too amidst severe police repression.

To divert the peoples’ attentioon from the police re-
pression, and the odds these workers, coolies and their fami-
lies of North Indian States, the Sangh Parivar forces brought
forth the Delhi Markaz convention.The Sangh Parivar started
a nefarious propaganda against the Muslims saying that they
have conducted a huge convention and dispersed on March
17th to various states with a view to spread the pandemic
virus to differnt places. The pandemic virus Karona spread
to different states and places in a big way through the people
who attended to this  convention. There was a huge anti-
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Muslim propaganda in the country by the Hindutva forces
but Modi was silently and happily watching this propaganda.
Modi only tried to mould the anti-muslim sentiments infavour
of his Hunduthva purpose but he did nothing at all  to ob-
struct the pandemic virus’s spread.

Only in this background,  he gave a call on April 5 to
switch off the lights on 9th April night 9 O’clock throughout
the country to show the solidarity against the virus. This is
nothing but a subtle Hindutva programme.

The Hindu Parivaar forces resorted to raids targetting
a single religion in areas like Jamia  Milia University, JNU,
Shaaheen Bagh etc. These forces continued the same type
of targetted raids against the Muslims even after the decla-
ration of Lock Down by Modi.  Conspiracy cases are foisted
and arrests are conducted against the sponsors  who con-
ducted Thabligee Convention at Markaz. Delhi state gov-
ernment gave all permissions to conduct this convention. This
convention took place right in front of Central government.
Modi reacted against this virus only on 20th March. Thabligee
Convention was conducted from March 12,13 to 18th
March.  The sponsors should have exhibited commonsense
and postponed the convention having seen the developments
taking place in other countries due to Karona virus. The
central government could admonish the sponsors of the
Thabligee convention and the Delhi state government. In-
stead of this the central government resorted to foist con-
spiracy cases and arrests with 304 sections etc. shows the
religious  fundamentalism of the central government. To link
the Karona deaths and their growth  with this convention
and rousing the anti-Muslim sentiments throughout the country
is a clear indication for the Modi’s Hindu Fascist nature pure
and simple.

In our country and in the countries of the wolrd par-
ticularly in America thousands of people are dying everyday.
In this background Modi once again announced  the coun-
trywide lockdown on 14 April upto May 3.  Instead of this
while continuing lockdown in areas where red zones or
hotspots are more, in other areas partial lifting of lockdowns
should have announced.  At least while announcing the sec-
ond time lockdown, the mistakes occured at the time of first
lockdown should have corrected. Instead of this a plan of
“Sapthapdhi”was announced which is nothing but bogus. No

sort of further new facilities were announced for the work-
ers of unorganised sector, migrant coolies and workers. Fur-
thermore, the debts of big corporates who were defaulters
to banks and responsible for their I.P. were revoked.  Ow-
ing to this lockdown, throughout the country the peasants
particularly small and marginal peasants and rentier peas-
ants have incurred losses in crores. Print and Electronic media
circles vociferiously raising their voice citing the enormous
importance of the agrarian secctor to the Indian people. They
raise their voice demanding that government should protect
the peasants. Still, Modi did not allot any special fund to
these people.

Donations to “prime minister cares”
are totally gulped by the Centre!

Reacted by havoc created by the Covid-19, donars
and the people large amount of money in crores are being
donated to the “prime minister cares”.  The funds reached to
the prime ministers cares are neither being provided tothe
states or to the people who are in dire need.  At the time of
Lockdown on 24th March when the prime minister allotted
1.7 lakh crores to meet the challeges from Karona viruses,
many intellectuals and statistical experts commented this is a
pittance compared to the needs of Karona. Many countries
alloted 6 to 10%of their GDP to face the crisis of Karona.
Ex: England, Italy 25Billion euroes, France 335 B.dollars,
America 8.3 B.dollars, China (110.48 B.Yens)15.93
B.dollars, Ja;an 23 B.dollars: like this many countries alloted
huge amounts for the safety and the protection of their
people’s health care during this Karona crisis.  If we com-
pare the Indian allottment with the above allottments to face
the  Karona crisis, the Indian allottment is very very nominal.

Modi’s treatment of the poor vis-a-vis
the rich is discriminatory:

Modi held a teli conference with the Chief Ministers
to review the lockdown announced upto May 3rd. Modi
did not utter a single word regarding the facilities to be pro-
vided to the workers of unorganised sector and the migrant
workers. Due to the untimely rains, different  harvests of the
peasants became spoiled . Groves of different fruits and
banana faced severe damages.  Modi who boasts about
increasing the peasants income to double status did not even
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take cognition of their difficulties: He neither utter a single
word about remunerative prices nor about providing facili-
ties with the peasants.  His whole concern was only about
the ensuing difficulties to the Indian economy whcih  provide
benefits to the corporate forces. His conference did not touch
any item which brought enormous losses to the masses.  All
his special teli conferences are simply a hoax. Therefore, if
the lockdown is extended after May 3rd, the Indian people
particulalrly migrant coolies, coolies and workers of
unorganised sector are not in a position to bear.  There is a
danger of more hunger deaths than the deaths from Karona
virus. Such people are facing a peculiar situation wherein
they would break the godowns to bring necessary food items
to satisfy thier hunger. If government wants to extend the
lockdown period, it should in advance provide with laws
and all helps to migrant coolies, unorganised workers of vari-
ous sectors and tenant peasants. Central and state govern-
ments should strictly and immediately implement their prom-
ises to avoid the danger of hunger deaths.

Modi’s decisions of convenience....
The entire world and our country are striving unit-

edly to face the pandemic catastrophy of Karona virus. A
tiny country like Cuba sent its medical personnel to different
countries with all their baggage.  In this critical juncture   Modi
found this as convenience time to take certain decisions in
darkness. Modi  had the parliament taken a decision to re-
voke certain birth and local  rights of the Kashmir people
accepted by the Nehru government in 1952. Much earler to
this Kashmir people fought and achieved these rights during
the Kingdom. With the pretext of Terrorists, Modi is hellbent
to  start a quarrel with Pakistan. In the name of facing the
incursions of terrorists from POK side, he is making all
preparataions to mobilise the army to the borders. In the
name of Supre Court Verdicts, Modi got number of anti-
people and anti-Adivasi verdicts made. On the occasion of
Karona sensing the danger, a decision was taken to release
all the prisoners from jails. But Varavararao and others  who
were arrested and jailed in the name of “Bheem Koregam
Case” were not not released and harassed furthermore. A
great number of collies were jailed in the name of lockdown
violations.

Instead of releasing the intellectuals from jail, a re-

nowned intellectual Anand Thel Thumde  who was doing his
job while fighting for democratic rights and for the rights of
Dalits and Adivasis  day in and day out was arrested anew:
Along with him Gowtham Navalkha who had been fighting
uncompromisingly for the democratic rights of the people
was arrested and jailed.  The Centre got suspicion that the
Maharastra state government would not arrest these per-
sons and hence the centre created its special plan to bring
that case under its fold and got them arrested. The
CPI(Maoist) party issued a statement offering its ceasefire
during the lockdown period. The Central government did
not heed this demand and continued its encounters.  Modi
claims that he is the prime minister of a souvereign country
but bowed his head like a cat at the threats of Trump. Be-
coming scared at the     threats of Trump,  Modi supplied
cloroquin tablets to America. It is difficult to say to what
extent these tablets remain with us to utilise them for our
Karona patients. Modi became yielded silently while Trump
was obstructing  the Ship containing the Kits from China to
Tamilnadu and took them away  like a sea pirate.  Modi sent
back the Kits and Masks of China with the pretext of low
quality at the behest of Trump. Modi is becoming one in the
anti-China propaganda group echoing and  tuning their songs.

who are the creaters of Karona? and who
are responsible for the spread of this Virus?

Trump at the out set started his tunings in a low voice
saying that China created this virus as part of its programme
of making deadly weapongs.  He also says that China is
reponsible for the deaths of lakhs of people throughtout the
world. While in America innumerable peoples deaths are
growing, Trump shamelessly trying to rest this responsibility
on China. Many scientists of America, France and Italy had
been to China and worked in Wuhan laboratory.  They must
be very much in the knowledge of what tests were taking
place in that Chinese laboratory. But none of them is com-
menting like Trump. Only Trumph himself is developing his
comments. To-day China is a capitalist country and an im-
perialist country at that. All imperialists do have the same
basic characteristics.  Whether China also tried to create
such lethal weapons like America? And only because of this
the virus did emerge and taking the lives of the people in this
scale? Only history has to categorically  prove this?As the

6
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Chinese comments go whether such virus was left in Wuhan
by the American scientists  themselves? This should also be
proved categorically by the history itself. Before American
aggression against Iraq and before killing Saddam Hussain-
-the president of Iraq-the then leaders of America floated
such stories and resorted to aggression against that country
which is well known to the entire world.

In the past, on their own, many viruses emerged and
many a time  took the lives of crores of people in the world.
In the same way, there are more possibilities to think that
present Covid-19 (Karona Virus)naturally emerged and
became a dangerous pandemic to the world people. There
are reports, 10 years ago,  that scientistis expressed the view
that a dangerous virus would be coming into existense.  At
the time of Sars--1 also concerns prevailed among the people
that a dangerous virus would be coming into existense soon.
Eversince, the globalisation and Neo-Liberal policies started
in 1990, the looting and destruction of nature were began;
Big big Corporate companies which created various Drugs
and Chemical manufacturing units have totally been destroy-
ing the atmosphere on the earth and becoming responsible
for polluting the entire globe.Forests are destructed scot-
free.  Water pollution is enormous. Utilising this pollution

Foreign companies are selling drinking Litre water bottles
@Rs.10 to 20 and earning crores and crores of rupees. In
India the rivers altogether  like Ganges are entirely polluted
and became as Drainage canals. After the lockdown the
people of North Indian states are happily and surprisingly
exchanging to each other that the water of Ganges became
frsh and pure and Himalayas are  showing their existence

very clearly. The lockdown could bring this frishness and
purity of rivers getting rid of their pollution  which the gov-
ernments including  Modi could not bring even by spending
thousands of crore rupees! The contemporary developments
reveal that the nature is completely destructed and various
changes are occuring on Earth due to the reactionary gov-
ernments and imperialists and their support to the Corpo-
rate companies. It is not wrong if one feels that the emer-
gence/creation  of the Covid-19 Virus has come due to the
globalisation policies and the rule of  the states of Corporate
companies.

In the wake of Globalisation policies since 1990s
much more  unfettered and unbriddled developments have
been taking place in Ecology and Environments and in na-
ture due to them. May be, these natural developmens in na-
ture might have provided posibilities for the emergence or
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tries started the methods used in China like lockdowns, So-
cial distance, using Kits, sanitizers, masks, ventilators and
bringing Drs.to the needy areas to protect the lives of  their
people.  Though, at last, the Virus came to America and
started taking the lives of American in a big way(daily in
thousands)yet Trump did not take care and  preventive mea-
sures.  Thinking that resrtomg to lockdown means nothing
but followinng the Chinese model, Trump did not go to that
exhibiting the super-power chauvnism.  Having lost thou-
sands of lives as last person Trum resorted for  protective
measures like lockdown. Even after lockdown, he did not
take the help of Drs. from other countries, cloroquin tablets
from the countries where they are available: He did not
mobilise adequate number of Kits, Masks and ventilators
from other countries.  On the other hand, he resorted to
threats and bullyings and acting as a Sea-pirate stopped the
shipment of medicines coming from China to Tamilnadu and
diverted them to his country.  This clearly exposes the limit-
less arrogance of the presidnt of a Super power.  As the
Trump did not take necessary measures in advance and was
exhibiting arrogance, until now 59,693 Americans’ have lost
their lives.  Trump should take full responsibility for these
deaths. In accordance with the American laws and statistics
liberally compensations and other facilities  should be pro-
vided with these families.
Deaaths and positive Karona cases in various
countries of the world as on 29.4.2020

S.No. country  Karona Cases Deaths
01 America 1,040,233 59,819
02 Spain 236,899 24,275
03 Italy 203,591 27,682
04 France 165,911 23,660
05 Britain 161,145 21,678
06 Germany 160,479 6,374
07 Japan 14,448  407
08 Russia 99,399  972
09 Iran 93,657 5,957
10 China 82,858 4,633
11 Cuba 1,467 58
12 India 31,787 1,008
13         Pakisthan 15.289  335

creation of the deadly Karona Virus? Scientists have to bring
out truth. Still nothing has come out of  what is the root for
the existence of the Karona Virus. No medicine was found
which can destroy this virus. Scientists are striving without
rest to prepare the medicine in laboratories of various coun-
tries to annihilate this virus. There are reports that this Karona
virus is changing its structures  from person to person and
from one area to another area. Until now the whereabouts
of this novel and unprecedented virus and the medicines to
treat this were not invented. Hence, observing  lockdowns
and  social distance, using Kits, Masks, sanitizers, strictly
sitting at homes maintaining two metres distance and wash-
ing hands more often, the people throughout the world are
spending fearful lives without proper sleeps.

Therefore, the scientists are to prove whether the
Karona Virus is the creation of man? or it is naturally cre-
ated due to the neo-liberal policies?  They have to openly
reveal before the world regarding the creators of this Virus
and the people supported to its speading.  The scientists
clearly prooved that it is a concocted story which says the
virus came from a fly to a fish and those who used its mutton
became patients of this virus.  In this background, Chinese
government had the meet shops, fish markets etc closed.
People stayed away from these items for some months. Atfter
several thousand peoples deaths and after 76days lockdown,
Wuhan city was again opened for the free movement of the
people.  At last Modi and Trumps have adopted the
lockdown way of China. Therefore, the time has come that
all the countries unitedly and genuinely strive  adopting the
scientific methods to obstruct the mass killings by this virus
throughout the world.

Trump’s irresponsible attitude towards the
safety and security of Americann’ lives:

World Health Organisation in formed to all coun-
tries of the world on March 11 regarding the danger of
Karona virus. As a Super power should have taken initiative
to discuss with WHO and the countries of the world about
the steps necessary for preventing the Karona Virus and to
protect the lives of the people. The Trump government did
not become alert regarding the danger of Karona virus though
this danger has started from China and spread to countries
like Italy, England, France and Germany etc. All the coun-
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Karona deaths in different states of India:
Name of the state cases Karona deaths
Maharastra 9, 318 400
Gujarathe 3, 774 181
Delhi 3, 314 54
Madhya pradesh 2, 561 119
Rajasthan 2, 364 51
Uutthara pradesh 2, 115 36
Tamilnadu 2, 058 25
Andhra pradesh 1, 332 31
Telengana 1, 012 26

Worldwide Bankruptcy of the poor and
The growth of Corporate forces Incomes:

Throughout the world in different countries migrant
workers and workers of unorganised sectors are facing enor-
mous difficulties and losses. The difficulties being faced by
this type of workers in third world countries is undescribable
in utilising the sanitizers and in implementing the directions of
social distance and lockdowns. Hungry cries of the migrant
workers and their walking of thousands  of Kilometres car-
rying their loads brings tears to the audience.  These difficul-
ties are more painful than the Karona difficulties.  The cor-
porate companies in all countries are utilising the lockdown
as a gift to retrench the employees and for  refusing to give
their bonuses and other facilities: During this lockdown
utilising the anti-workers and anti-employees measures, the
corporates companies earned benefits in numerous crores.
Governments are giving full support to the corporates and
acting as the enemies to the migrant workers and workers of
unorganised sector.

In the past catastrophic viruses took crores
of lives: Let us fight Karona.

Since the AD, 15 times world people faced pan-
demic virusus and created havocs in the world. 1. During
AD 165--180 Antonin plague occured. Due to this 50 lakh
people died. 2.  Between AD 541--542 Justeenian Flu came.
On this occasion 3 to 5 crore people died. 3.  between 735-
-737 Japanese small Fox occured in which 10 lakh people
died. 4.  Between 1347 - 1351 Black death/Bubonik plague
took the lives of 20 crorre people.  5.  1520 small faux came
which took the lives of 5..6 crore people. 6.  In 17the Cntury

(1600)great plague occured when 30 lakh people lost their
lives. 7.  A 18th Century flu occured during 17, 18 centuries
in European cities where 6 lakh people died. 8.  1817 -
1923 the calara came 6 times and 10 lakh people lost their
lives. 9.  In the end of 1800 yellow fever occured and 10 to
15 crore people died. 10.  1855 third plague came and one
crore twenty lakh people died of this. 11.  During 1889-90
Russian flue came and 10 lakh people died of this. 12.  Dur-
ing 1918 - 19 Spanish flu or inflewenza occured where 4 to
5 crore people last their lives. 13.  During 1957 - 58 Asian
flue came and 11 lakh people died of this.  14.  During 1968
-70 Hong Kong flue came  and 10 lakh people died. 15.
Since 1981, two and half to three and half crore people died
of AIDs/HIV.  16.  During 2002 - 2003 770 people died of
Sarse  17.  During 2009 - 2010 Swine -fleu came two lakh
people died. 18. In 2012 th pandemic Mers came, 850
people died. 19..  During 2014 -16 Ebola came and 11
thousand people died. 20.  Since 19th century Covidd--
19came, until now two lak 13 thousand people died.  (from
Eenadu  Telugu daily, dt.29.4.2020)

The deaths taking place in the world due to the pan-
demic virus are amazing.  If we compare the present rate of
deaths with the previous occasions and the deaths we thought
to happen due to this catastrophic virus are very less.  The
scientific knoledge of man has grown and is growing.   The
immediate pursuance of lockdown, social distrancing, using
sanitizers,  rules of taking food and health are all the result of
this knowledge.  In Wuhan people could protect and safe-
guard thir lives from this pandemic virus are only due to the
pursuance of these rules and regulations.Only the  pursu-
ance of these rules and regulations   are able to protect the
people in the world to an extent.  WHO and th e medical
experts belonging to different countries have jumped into
the field.   They are  providing temporary medicines to
counter this pandemic discease. It is widely propagated that
within one year’s time medicines and vaxines that can fully
control this pandemic virus and its discease.  Definitely such
medicines will come.   Upto then if we continue the pursu-
ance of present lock down in some places,  observance of
present social distance, wearing masks and the rules and
regulations in all places, we can to a large extent  obstruct
the pandemic virus.  After one year we can completely ob-

struct this virus 29-04-2020
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(to be continued 2 Page ....)

the government to impose ban on forming trade unions atleast
for a year. News ifru are spreading that, as a part of this
move Modi government  is moving ahead with ordinances
to bring 12 hours working day in place of 8 hours working
day and to  amend the labour codes accordingly.

Even in the background of corona pandemic there
should be a deep debate on budget allocations for health,
medical facilities and health and medical care sector in India.
Today, worldwide Corona death toll reached near 2 lakhs.
But in India it is 5 lakhs due to Diarrohoea, 4 lakh due to
Tuberculosis,2 lakh due to Malaria every year. Every year 5
lakh children are dieing from malnutrition. All these deaths
say the necessity of the government responsibility for health
and medical care for the poor people.

The tips of clappings, lighting the lamps etc preached
by eloquent Modi help neither to wipe out Corona nor to
feed the poor. Although the World Health Organisation
(WHO) had warned much earlier about the danger of Corona
spreading, he didn’t pay due attention towards it and rejected
in a easy manner. The union government is failed to take
necessary measures at the persons arrived from abroad
countries. Its failure is seen nakedly with Markaj meetings
too. Modi-Amit Shah duo is creating conflicts among the
people by adding religious colour to Corona in order to cover
up the fact that Corona is spreading in the country today due
to Modi‘s failure. The government‘s promise to pay wages
to workers during the lockdown period,  materialized
situation does not appear in the unorganized sector. While
the public sector industries like the Singarani announcing ‘lay-
off’ and cutting off half of their salaries, who pays workers
salaries from private companies? The government shall pay
three months salaries to all contract workers, out sourcing
workers and other categories of workers working with public
and private establishments. The government shall pay Rs.
5,000 per month as a livelihood for three months for the
workers where the unorganized sector workers have no
specific managements. The government should provide an
insurance cover of Rs. 25 lakhs for each of hamali, motor,
municipal, gram panchayat workers who are engaged in

essential goods (public distribution, sanitation etc) export,
import, transportation and others during lock down period.
The government should be issued temporary ration cards
immediately to all who do not have a ration card and it should
be in force for a year.

The government should immediately provide all kinds
of protective equipments to medical staff working for corona
patients. Masks, gloves, sanitisers should be distributed freely
to the poor. Large scale Corona tests should be conducted.
We should look at the experiences of Cuba, Vietnam, South
Korea, Russia, etc to control Corona. All medical services
have been stopped in the name of lock down should be
restored. If Corona bursts out, all beds, ICU beds, oxygen,
ventilators and others should be provided on war foot basis.
The government should provide all kinds of free treatment
for the poor right from primary medical assistance to
corporate treatment. A permanent policy should be framed
for this purpose. Necessary budgetary allocations should be
provided. The government should collect this budget by
imposing Corona tax on 220 millionaires in the country.

The government must take necessary steps to ensure
that workers and the poor don’t lose their purchasing power
by engaging them with works. The union government and
the state governments must take responsibility for food
security, livelihood and health care for the poor people.

 Oppose the conspiracy of capitalists to
exploit labour by increasing working hours !

 Fight for food security, livelihood and
health security !

 Workers of the world unite! Nothing
to lose with struggle except slave !!

INDIAN FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS
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The great Marxist teachers comrades Karl  Marx-
Frederick Engels have  formulated the theory of Marxist
Class Struggle by mid of 19th century. They established First
Communist International in 1864. While leading first
international they had continued their struggle against anti-
proletariat reformism and other wrong trends emerging
against their theory. Comrade Marx died on 14th

March1883. After that comrade Engels had led the First
Communist International for 11 years and waged
uncompromised/relentless political and theoretical struggle
against reformism and anti-proletariat class struggle theory,
especially emerged in German Communist Party and died
on 5th August1895.

Com. Lenin joined with Russian revolution:
As comrades Marx and Engels were alive and

wagging struggle against anti-proletariat, class harmony
trends and theories emerged in the international communist
movement. At the same time,  comrade Lenin born to a
peasant family on 22nd April1870 in Russia. By the end of
19th century the impact of international communist movement
has extended to Russia also. Political and theoretical struggles
waged by Marx and Engels, especially by comrade Engels
had made an impact on youngster Lenin.

Lenin’s father was a teacher. His brother belonged
to a terrorist movement. Hence his brother was hanged by
the feudal Tsar Emperor charging that he plotted to
assassinate the emperor. Comrade Lenin could not get seat
in St.Petersburg University and Moscow University just
because of his brother was a revolutionary. Hence he was
to join the Kazan University. He was rusticated from the
University within a month with a pretext that he was working
with a revolutionary student movement. With this he had
continued his education and got a degree from law course.
He did not join an advocate profession and started to work
with the working class movement. As comrade Engels was
alive, Plekhanov had established a Marxist organization “
Workers Liberation Committee”- in 1883 in Russia. He had

propagated the theories of Marx and Engels throughout in
Russia. He fought against Narodnism in Russia

In 1888 comrade Lenin joined as a member with a
Marxist centre in Kazan. In 1889 he went to Samara and
established a Marxist centre.  After that he maintained
contacts with St.Petersburg Marxists. He adopted Marxism
as a live guide and a sharp tool /weapon for revolutionary
practice. Like Marx and engels comrade Lenin was also a
determined person and a theoretician. He came to grasp
that we cann’t defeat Narodnism without comprehensive
study of social development and class relations in Russia
and to formulate/doctor programme and path / line and tactics
to be followed by the proletariat in Russia. As a part of that
he wrote an article “New economic developments in Russian
peasantry lives” in 1893. This was his first writ up. 23 year
young Lenin had excellently dealt with many complicated
issues related to Russian lives in a Marxist approach. After
that he wrote “Real face of peoples’ friends” in 1894 struggle
against Narodnism. With this comrade Lenin scattered all
arguments carried forward by the Narodniks.

According to the suggestion of comrade Lenin all
Marxist groups working in St.Petrsburg had merged in to
“Russian Social Democratic Organisation”. It is named as

Chandranna
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“Workers Liberation Organisation” in 1895. Its activities had
perplexed the Tsar Emperor. Hence the Tsar administration
had arrested Lenin and more 40 others on 9th December
1895 and put them in jails. While languishing in the jail he
wrote 13 pamphlets. He doctored “Draft Programme”. 1896
had recorded many huge strikes throughout Russia. Textile
workers had held general strike. More than 1000 workers
were arrested. The Tsar government had frightened with this
strike and announced 11:30 hours (Eleven and half hours)
work day act. This was the ever first victory scored by the
working class under the leadership of a Social Democratic
organization in Russia. With this victory many demands were
came into force to organize such organizations in many urban
areas/ towns in Russia. Such organizations were established
in many towns. On the other hand wrong tendencies like
opposing to such strikes by the working class were emerged
within the organization.

While comrade Lenin was languishing in exile life
the members of the organization had held a conference in
1898 and announced that Russian Social Democratic Party
(RSDP) was established/ formed in Russia. Even though, it
had become as a nominal one. It had neither a Programme
nor a Constitution. After this conference comrade Lenin wrote
a book “Growth of capitalism in Russia” in1899. In this book
comrade Lenin categorically concluded that Russia has
become as a capitalist country and contradictions between
capitalism and traces of semi-serfdom are intensifying day
by day. Based on the orientation of this book Russian Social
Democratic Party had formulated its Programme and Tactics.
Many of the youths and intellectulals too have been attracted
towards RSDP as it had defeated Narodnism and
revolutionary activities of the Russian working class. They
don’t know about ups and downs of the theory and wrong
with the theory.AS a result they were gone under the impact
of ‘Legal Marxists” who were filled magazines with many
confusing writings.  Comrade Lenin surmised to wipe out all
these wrong tendencies and to forge the party as a
revolutionary party. He felt the necessity of a magazine to
achieve this purpose. As he was on this task, comrade Lenin
came to know that the Tsar governments has resorted to
plot him and leaft to Germany in 1900. He had run a magazine

“Iskra” from Germany itself. He had defeated all wrong trends
carried forward by economists through ‘Iskra’ and his
classical writing “What should be done?” wrote in 1902. He
rejected the demand to hold the Second conference
immediately and prioritized this effort.

In 1903 comrade Lenin wrote a book “To the rural
poor”. He bought forward the theory of “Workers-Peasants
friendship” through this book. Iskra had immensely criticized
the oppression of nationalities at any form. At the time of
drafting Programme and Path of the party oscillations had
been come out in Editorial Board of Iskra.  Both
G.V.Plekhanov and P.B. Axelrod opposed to sharply
criticizing liberal democrats. Plekhanov opposed to the
principle of proletariat should be lead by the party, also.
Immense differences were erupted on Agrarian Revolution
also. Comrade Lenin had waged a steely struggle against
these wrong trends. He had succeeded in this struggle.

As a result of three years efforts of Iskra favourable
conditions for establishing a revolutionary Marxist party were
materialized in Russia. In this background 2nd Conference of
RSDP was held for 10 days since 1st -10th July 1903.It was
held in two places, first it was in Brussels and later in London.
that of criteria/norms  for membership of a party member all
ideas of comrade Lenin  were championed in the conference.
This was ratified by the conference through voting procedure.
The followers of Lenin had gained majority in the leadership
positions. Hence, since then who gained majority were called
as ‘Bolsheviks’ and the minority were called as
‘Mensheviks’. After this conference comrade Lenin attended
Communist International   (Comintern) Conference held in
Amsterdam for the first time. He played a crucial role to
work out many revolutionary resolutions together with others.

Lenin’s struggle against Mensheviks :
 Although comrade Lenin and his followers gained

majority and scored victory, post-conference scenario had
become complicated/difficult with the internal party.
Menshiviks had replaced earlier defeated  “economist” and
carried forward the same positions/arguments. Mensheviks
did several copes to divert t revolutionary movement towards
opportunism. It emerged as an immediate task to prove the
danger of Mensheviks arguments and to deal a strong blow
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at their arguments. To continue his struggle against
Mensheviks comrade Lenin wrote a famous book ‘’One
step forward, two steps backward” in May 1904. He
educated all members through this book and called to hold a
conference. Differences between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks
had turned to a terrible form. Separate Central Committees
were formed in the conference.  They had their own
magazines. Second Communist International intervened in
the situation and proposed to forge them into a single party
based on a principle ‘one revolutionary party in a country’.
Comrade Lenin categorically told that it is not a principled
unity and rejected such proposal came from Comintern.
Comrade Lenin proposed to hold a conference and to settle
them in the conference itself.  As the revolution was started
in 1905 such efforts for unity were stopped.

Tsarist Russia-Japan war (1904): comrade
Lenin’s political and theoretical exertion/

effort during First Civil War (1905):
By the end of 19th century the imperialist nations had

launched struggles to gain control over Pacific region and to
gain their hold on China. Tsarist Russia also joined the war.
In 1900, Tsarist military, troops belong to Japan, Germany,
Britain and France have crushed anti-imperialist struggles
waged by the Chinese people. Earlier to this Russia had
occupied Port Arbour. It had gained rights to establish
railways in Chinese region. It had established railway line in
North Manchuria. It had deployed its troops to protect it. In
this way Manchuria had turned to be Russian occupied
region. Russia had kept an eye at Korea to occupy it. On
the other hand quite like Russia Japan too kept an eye on
Manchuria, China and Korea and it had intensified its exercise
to gain hold. At this scenario Britain had supported Japan.
Backed by Britain Japan had launched war against Russia
without any intimation.

1904 war between Russia and Japan was just for
their invasion into Manchuria, China and Korea. Russia
suffered an utter defeat in this war. Quite against the Tsar’s
designs revolutionary movement in Russia had exploded out
in Russia. As the revolution erupted against ruling classes in
French in 1821during French and Germany war (Franco-
Prussian War) the same was happened in Russia against  the
Tsar in 1904.Revolt had been started in Russia. The working

class had involved in political strikes and  agitations in huge
numbers. The farmers had waged large number struggles.
The people had fought with the military and the police. Mainly
naval revolts in Black Sea etc had confirmed/proved that
the conditions were fruitful for armed revolt in Russia.  Various
parties in Russia had adopted various attitudes towards these
developments. They had pioritised to their vested interests.
They didn’t concern towards people and their interests.

The liberal bourgeoisie was quite afraid of revolution
one hand and on the other hand it resorted to frighten the
Tsar and to gain some subsidies. The liberal land lords too
announced that they are willing to lose some extent than losing
the whole. On one hand the Tsar government resorted to
mercilessly crush workers strikes and farmers revolts: At the
same time it had raised the curtain to play some cheating
tactics too, in the name of democracy.”Bulijin Duma”
establishment was a result of these evil thoughts. Bulijin Duma
was established just to act as an advisory committee.
Comrade Lenin called for Third conference to discuss and
to decide proper tactics. This conference was held in London
in 1905. Mensheviks didn’t attend this conference.
Mensheviks had held a separate conference in Geneva.
Comrade Lenin introduced resolutions on arming the ongoing
revolution, formation of provisional government, basic
orientation towards peasant movements. The conference had
adopted all these resolutions. Soon after the conference was
concluded comrade Lenin wrote a book “Two tactics of the
Social Democrats in democratic revolution” in 1905 to
explain the resolutions passed in the conference.

Tsar government was defeated in Japan-Tsarist
Russian war. In this background tsar government surrendered
to the pressures of the working class led by the party and
inevitably forced to announce some privileges to the people.
Tsar had announced freedom of expression, printing and
freedom of assembling. It is a victory. On the other hand he
was utilizing Black Hundreds to crush the revolution. As it
was like that during October-December1905 many soviets
were established in many big towns and these soviets were
formed with workers delegates. Efforts were made to
establish soviets among the military .Worker-peasant soviets
were formed in some places. The soviets had worked as the
governments. The soviets restored freedom of press. They
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called the people to not to pay taxes to Tsar. In some places
the soviets had taken possession over government funds and
utilized them for needs of revolution. In December the workers
raised revolt in Moscow, with this development revolution
had attained a peak position. Thousands of armed workers
heroically fought day and night for nine days. This revolt had
extended to other cities also. These revolts were raised
separately and the Tsar government had crushed them at
every place. While observing the positive characters of these
revolts comrade Lenin drew lessons from the organizational
lapses of the revolts. Comrade Lenin called all the active
workers to carefully study the lessons of the revolt and to
get prepared for a new war.

Lenin told demand of unity for unity with
Mensheviks without principles is wrong:

Many party members and the workers in their
meetings demanded that the party should be united to
execute revolution more successfully .Comrade Lenin and
other Bolsheviks supported the  demand. But unity with
Mensheviks is possible based on revolutionary Marxism,
they clari f ied. They did efforts to hold 4th conference.
Comrade Lenin drafted needful resolutions and Agrarian
thesis too for the conference.  Mensheviks also attended
this conference. Fierce and continuous struggle was taken
place between Bolsheviks and Mensheviks. As the
Mensheviks were large in numbers in the conference, their
wrong theories and tactics attained victory temporarily. A
resolution, to unite all parties in the country was by the
conference. Utilising this resolution, comrade Lenin did a
serious political and theoretical and exposed the pro-Cadet
(Constitutional Democrats –Tr) policies of the Mensheviks:
Retained reputation among the party cadres.

Comrade called for 5th Conference. This conference
approved the approaches of comrade Lenin.  Approach
towards the bourgeoisie was the main agenda in the
conference. Comrade Lenin had proposed a resolution on
“Political Classification of all political parties in Russia” and
it was adopted by the conference.1905-07 Russian
revolution has inspired the oppressed mankind worldwide.
whole capitalist class had felt it as a thunderbolt happened
after Paris Commune.  The Centrists belong to 2nd

Communist International had moved towards more right wing.
Plekhanov alone told that the workers should not have raised
weapons in their hands.

Comrade Lenin taught that it is always
wrong to boycott elections for ever:

After this revolution an immense discussion was held
within the party on election boycott. Comrade Lenin had
provides a clear approach on Participating in elections and
boycotting elections. As the people were rallying into
revolution in large numbers in 1905 comrade Lenin called
for boycotting elections. He told that it is hundred per cent
correct to give a call to boycott elections in this situation.
After that he told when the revolutionary upsurge is declined
it is not correct to call for election boycott. When the
revolutionary upsurge was declined he called the party to
participate in elections and to utilize Duma (Russian Parliament
- Tr) too as a platform. Comrade Lenin taught that upsurge
in revolutionary movement should be the standard whether
to participate in election or to boycott them.

Then two wrong tendencies were come forward in
the party. Some were demanded to continue election boycott
slogan nothing to do with upsurge in revolutionary movement.
Some others tried to   deprave utilization of election slogan
with their right wing approach. They argued that election is
the highest form struggles and to go for adjustments,
agreements and to form joint fronts with the enemical parties
against the main enemy. Ultimately they argued to join the
bourgeoisie governments also. Comrade Lenin mercilessly
cracked down the right wing and leftist trends, especially
right wing tendencies. He clarified that such adjustments or
agreements should be made with the parties they support
revolution but could not be possible with other parties. He
classified all parties based on their class character. Comrade
Lenin instructed the Bolsheviks to make contacts with the
parties based on their services and attitude with classes in
the society. He clarified that election is the least form of
struggle. He strongly condemned the wrong arguments of
joining the bourgeoisie governments.  Comrade Lenin taught
that the worldwide revolutionary forces shall always worth
remembering the crime of Millerandism did for the
revolutionary forces worldwide.

(continuous the next issue)
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Manish Azad is a political activist. That is why he
has been a victim to State repression. On February 29, he
returned from prison after 8 months. Even before this, he
has been writing for Dastak. Here is his article, presenting all
the aspects related to the corona virus pandemic. This ar-
ticle is especially important in the context that while US im-
perialism is blaming China, In-
dia is blaming Muslims for the
pandemic, this article throws
some scientific insight on the
causes of this pandemic; so
that in the coming times, we
can see the development path
for our future very clearly.

In Nazi Germany,
when a woman named
‘Sophie’ and her two children
were brought to the gas chamber by Nazi soldiers, they prom-
ised to release one of her two children alive after Sophie’s
crying and pleading. But they left this decision on Sofie only.
After the success of the novel ‘Sophie’s Choice’ based on
this same story in 1979, ‘Sophie’s choice’ itself became an
idiom in English. Today, when I look at the world facing a
lock-down, absolutely horrified by Corona virus, I remem-
ber this phrase. If the lock down increases, the world economy
will fall into a pit, crores of people will face an existential
crisis, and if the lock down opens, the corona pandemic can
claim the lives of millions and millions of people. In almost
every country, this dilemma is standing tall. But the real ques-
tion is how did we reach here? Was it meant to be? Did
Corona has to come? Or behind it, is it China’s conspiracy
to become a superpower in the world first by killing its own
people from Corona and then by killing the whole world. Or
is China speaking the truth that America had released this
virus in China during the Olympic Games, in order to weaken
China? Or is it something else? Let’s do some investigation.

First of all, many prestigious research institutes in-

cluding the ‘Scripps Research Institute’ have studied the gene
structure of Covid-19 and proven that it cannot be manu-
factured in the laboratory. Therefore, it has evolved by itself,
naturally via mutation. So, no country is behind this. This is a
new virus in the Corona family itself. SARS of the same
family had also wreaked havoc in many countries of the world

in 2003–2004. This is
Covid-19 SARS-2.

It is said to have
originated in Wuhan city of
China (though according to
a reputed medical journal
‘Lancet’, 13 of the 43 pa-
tients of Corona were from
outside Wuhan and had no
contact with Wuhan’s Co-
rona patients or the ‘wet

market’ there). The second story in the media is that the
virus spread from Wuhan’s wet market (small market selling
fish and meat like our local fish market) to the whole world.
The Scripps Research Institute has denied this in their study.
According to them, the way COVID-19 has evolved (mu-
tation) and its gene structure, it requires high population den-
sity of animals. And this is possible only at places where
industrial production of animals take place; where they are
kept tightly. Chicken and pork are produced exclusively under
similar conditions. It has been said in research that since the
immune system of the pigs is relatively closer to that of hu-
mans, this COVID-19 has come to humans through pigs.
The famous website grain.org, which works in this area, also
claims that this propaganda is being done as a part of a con-
spiracy to shut down Wuhan’s ‘wet market’ on the pretext
of Corona because this market avails cheaper meat to the
poor and is run by millions of poor people who depend on it
for their livelihood (These poor people are the ones whose
‘cooperatives’ and ‘communes’ were broken and their lands
were taken away after the collapse of Socialism there and a
large variety of industries, including meat industries, and large
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agro-industrial farms were established). So obviously, this is
in the interest of these big meat industries that this wet mar-
ket is closed and their own market can be expanded further.

Earlier, SARS Corona of the Corona family also
killed many people in 2003-2004. This virus comes only
from animals to humans. Earlier Swine flu (H1N1) had also
killed millions all over the world (more than 1200 people
died in the US alone) . It originated in Mexico and was ini-
tially named ‘Mexican Flu’ in the same way as COVID-19
is being called as ‘Chinese Corona’ now a days. But since
then, much has been known about ‘swine flu’. It came in
humans from pigs being produced for industrial production.
It started with a pig meat industry in Mexico. The name of
this pig meat industry was ‘Smithfield Food Company’. This
American company is the world’s third largest pig meat pro-
ducing and processing company. Every year 28 million pigs
are butchered in its various plants and supplied all over the
world in many forms (ham, sausage bacon etc.). Its major
buyer companies are McDonald, KFC etc. These are also
American companies. Just as all the American companies
like Apple, Pepsi, Nike, General Motors etc. have set up
their plants in China to exploit its cheap labor, this company
also has a big plant in China. Danish Crown, the Danish
company that is the world’s fifth largest pig meat (pork) pro-
ducer, ‘Tony’ company of Germany that is the world’s sev-
enth largest company in pig meat production; all have big
plants for producing and processing meat in China. From
here, this meat is supplied to markets all over the world in-
cluding China. Companies such as McDonald and KFC are
its main buyers. Obviously, Chinese companies are also in-

volved in this race. After the 2008 recession, the world’s
largest investor company, Goldman Sachs took over 10
poultry farms in China investing $ 300 million in an effort to
diversify its investment. Apart from this, it also has an invest-
ment of about $ 200 million in China’s pig industry. Apart
from this, a case related to another big American company
‘OSI’ was very much in discussions recently. This company
processes chicken’s meat and has 10 big plants in China. It
also supplies various forms of meat to world markets in-
cluding China, through American companies such as
McDonald and KFC. It had processed the rotten meat and
supplied it to the Chinese market. Due to this, China im-
posed a huge penalty on this company and sent 10 employ-
ees to jail.

This detailing is required so that we can see how
much USA and other European countries have a stake in the
World Meat trade of about $ 945 billion and its relationship
with China.

Now, Let us have a look how production is done
here. Upton Sinclair’s famous novel ‘Jungle’ came out in
1906. It painted a very graphic description of the American
meat industry. I still remember one of his lines. The author
says that here everything is sold except the screams of the
pigs. But today the matter has gone even beyond the ‘jungle’.
Today, just as shoes, clothes are made in industries, in the
same way live animals such as pigs, chicken, etc. are also
being produced . They are being produced using various
antibiotic drugs, hormones and genetic engineering (so now
they are not even allowed to scream as screaming is not in
their genes). All types of medicines are given to them to make
them grow and age quicker. Because the longer they’ll take
to grow, the more they will cost. To reduce the cost, they
are kept in close herds in small spaces where it’s difficult to
even move. According to capitalist logic, they constantly
change their gene structure to reduce production costs. For
example- removing the feathers of chicken is an additional
task for the industry, in which both labor and time is spent.
Therefore such changes are made in their genes that their
wings are minimized. In the same way, most individual parts
of chickens, pigs and other animals are also packaged and
sold in the world, such as chicken’s leg piece. Therefore,
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such changes are made in these animals’ gene structure that
the size of all animals (and the size of their special organs) is
almost equal, that is, they are uniform, or otherwise an addi-
tional task of weighing and measuring them will be added.

These industrially born animals cannot survive in the
natural environment. One has to create an artifcial environ-
ment for them. For example, chicken without wings can sur-
vive only at a particular temperature. That is, not only ani-
mals are made here in an artificial way, but for them to live,
an artificial environment is also created.

But what happens in this process is that the resis-
tance/immunity of these animals is almost lost. Darwin’s law
of ‘natural selection’ does not apply here. It is replaced by
‘capitalist selection’. In this situation, when viruses like the
Corona comes in contact with these animals, it is easierfor
them to flourish (i.e. to mutate) and to spread at a fast pace
due to thousands of animals in the herd together. On the
other hand, when these animals grow relatively far away from
each other in their natural environment in a natural way, their
immunity get strong and it varies individually. In such a situ-
ation, when a virus comes in contact with them, it is very
difficult for them to grow and spread. In a way, many firewalls
stand in front of the virus. And through natural selection, the
animals that can fight the virus better are selected and flour-
ishes. But when they are produced industrially under market
pressure, the virus gets ‘a red carpet’ to spread and develop
rapidly (mutate). Through the people working in these in-
dustries, it then spreads to the whole society and eventually
to the world, in this period of globalization. Due to produc-
tion at the industrial level, lakhs of people, especially the
laborers working in these industries, are constantly in con-
tact with these animals and these viruses for 12-14 hours.
Because of so many people being together for so long in
such conditions, there are much possibilities of the virus
mutating inside them. The relationship between COVID-19
virus and many earlier viruses like SARS, Ebola, Swine Flu,
Zika, MER etc. with such industrial meat production is quite
clear now. Zoologist Rob Wallace, author of a famous book
‘Big Farms Make Big Flu, says- “Anyone who aims to un-
derstand why viruses are becoming more dangerous must
investigate the industrial model of agriculture and, more spe-

cifically, livestock production. In one word, one has to un-
derstand Capitalism. ”

Rob Wallace also says some where else that these
companies not only produce meat but also cultivate Viruses
causing serious disease. Almost the same situation is in agri-
culture as well. In fact, because of the simple gene structure
of plants, gene technology is being used extensively here.
Apart from this, the way ‘pesticides’ and ‘herbicides’ (in-
secticides and weedicides) are being used extensively in farm-
ing, not only have they contributed towards global warming,
it has also brought a decisive and qualitative change in the
entire atmosphere of the earth. Soybean flour is given to
feed pigs, the Amazon forests were cleared in Brazil for this
soybean cultivation. As a result, not only the balance of the
environment was affected, but humans also came in contact
with such viruses, which previously stayed locally in untouched
forests. The complex structure of nature keeps many dan-
gerous viruses in their local ‘house’. According to a scien-
tific research, the way the Amazon forests are being cleared,
due to this, in the next 15 years, the Amazon carbon-ab-
sorbing zone will become an area of Carbon emissions.
When in capitalist greed we interfere in this natural complex
structure and make it uniform, then in a way we create a
royal passage for these viruses. In the same process, capi-
talist industrial farming has evicted crores of people from
their farms all over the world, trapped them in a debt trap
(as a result, farmers are forced to commit suicides) and poi-
soned the entire environment. It is an astonishing fact that
most of the companies in the seed and pesticide fields today
were engaged in the production of poisonous gases used in
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the First and Second World Wars and the Vietnam War.
Whereas companies such as DuPont, Monsanto, Dow
Chemical, etc., supplied poisonous gases to the United States
and allied countries, leading pesticide sector companies like
‘Bayer’ have been supplying poisonous gasses to Hitler.
Dow Chemical and Monsanto supplied the infamous ‘Agent
Orange’ gas and the ‘Na-
palm Bomb’ to the US
Army during the Vietnam
War. In ‘the era of peace’,
now these companies are
using the same toxic chemi-
cals against the environment
in the form of pesticides.
The famous agricultural sci-
entist ‘Devinder Sharma’,
quoting a research paper
published in a reputed journal, has said that 99.9 per cent of
pesticides go directly into the environment, only 0.1 per cent
hit their target. Due to this 99.9 percent, a number of friendly
bacteria and other beneficial animals like earthworms are
gone. The relationship between the growing number of can-
cer patients in the country’s Punjab province and the pesti-
cides used in the fields is no longer hidden from anyone. The
name of the train running from Bhatinda to Bikaner Cancer
Hospital has been named ‘Cancer Express’. With this, if
‘Geo-Engineering’ and ‘War Industry’ are included, then the
Situaion becomes very frightening.

This year is the 200th birth anniversary of Engels.
Marx & Engels understood this trend of capitalism in their
time and included it in their study of capitalism. Engels has
warned, “at every step we are reminded that we by no means
rule over nature like a conqueror over a foreign people, like
someone standing outside nature — but that we, with flesh,
blood, and brain, belong to nature, and exist in its midst, and
that all our mastery of it consists in the fact that we have the
advantage over all other beings of being able to know and
correctly apply its laws.”

Before capitalism, whatever class system was there,
it used to exploit only labor. Capitalism is the first class sys-
tem that exploits labor as well as nature. And the entire hu-

man race has to bear the consequences.

Between 2011 and 2018, WHO has identified a total
of 1483 epidemics in 172 countries. Based on the study of
these viruses (mainly influenza, SARS, MERS, Ebola, Zika,
plague, yellow fever etc.), the GPMB (Global Prepared-

ness Monitoring Board) gave an
accurate warning of the outbreak
of pandemics like today’s Co-
rona in September 2019 itself.
The name of the report was ‘A
world at risk’ but there was no
one to take care of this report.
Even before the SARS pandemic
in 2003–2004, scientists had is-
sued a warning that a virus of the
Corona family could take a more

dangerous form in the future. The World Health Organiza-
tion warned public health organizations of all countries three
years ago that a particular virus could cause a terrible pan-
demic and all governments would have to prepare for it.
Listening to these warnings meant researching it and strength-
ening public health services for future preparation. But when
this imperialist-capitalist system is itself in the ‘ICU’ after the
recession of 2007-2008, who would prepare for the future?
World capitalism worth $ 90 trillion economy is groaning
under a debt of $  270 trillion. In most countries of the world,
whatever was ‘public’ has been destroyed in the storm of
privatization. Everything has gone into private hands. Most
countries have destroyed their government health services.
The documentaries by ‘Michael Moore’ and ‘John Pilger’
can be seen to understand how the United States and Brit-
ain have destroyed government health services. On the other
hand, why private companies should do research in the fields
in which there is no immediate profit. This can be clearly
understood by an example. In a leaked e-mail from a com-
pany doing research on gene therapy, its funder ‘Goldman
Sachs’ said that curing the gene forever and ending the dis-
ease is not a ‘sustainable business model’. Because it elimi-
nates the possibility of continuous profits. The truth is that
the world on which Corona wreaked havoc in the beginning
of 2020, has already been hollowed by the ‘termite’ of the
neo-liberal system of the past 30 years. You can understand
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the reality of the world with just two facts – we have the
equipment to destroy the Earth 9 times, but there is a huge
shortage of life-giving ventilators. This severe lack of venti-
lators is becoming a major cause of people dying from Co-
rona. Second, the total wealth of the world’s 2153 trillionaires
is equal to the total wealth of 4060 million people in the
world. This is the reason that America, which is the architect
of this neoliberal system, is currently in the worst position
and in contrast, Cuba with a different socio-economic sys-
tem is in the best position. Cuba has not only taken Corona
under control, but is at the forefront in the fight against Co-
rona with its doctors and drugs in 62 countries of the world.
When America is sending military and tanks to other coun-
tries, Cuba is sending its doctors and medicines. It is the
difference of two opposite social systems that one is export-
ing death and the other, life.

In fact, as the famous writer Naomi Klein has said,
when faced with a disaster like earthquake, storm or a epi-
demic, the ruling class does not leave its ideology but holds
on to it. Therefore, in such a disaster also, it sees its class
interest and future profits. Its repressed desires also emerge
at this time and it makes every effort to fulfill them. 2019
was a year of great protest demonstrations and movements.
Many political analysts began to compare 2019 with 1848
and 1968. This year, none of the corners of the earth were
untouched by large mass movements. The public protests in
India against CAA were taking place during this period.
Under the pretext of Corona, the ruling class has succeeded
in putting an end to all these movements immediately. The
death of such large-scale political demonstrations all over
the world on the pretext of Corona is nothing short of the
deaths by Corona, of which newspapers around the world
are full today. You know how Shaheen Bagh’s protest have
beenended in our own country!

In order to save their profit margins due to reces-
sion all over the world, companies were hell bent on re-
trenchment of their workers and employees. But they were
facing opposition. Corona gave them this great opportunity.
The real figures of how many people have been laid off in
this time will come later. But we can only guess it from some
facts. In the US alone, 1 Crore 80 lakh people have applied

for unemployment allowance in the last 2 months. This is the
highest since the Great Depression of 1929– 30.

The manner in which the governments of the world
have adopted dictatorial methods in this Corona time is a
manifestation of their oppressive desires. Many countries,
including Hungary, have directly declared a state of emer-
gency. In our country India too, Modi has clearly spoken of
a ‘social emergency’. In fact the situation is worse in third
world countries like India. On March 21, state police at-
tacked and killed 23 inmates seeking better conditions to
deal with Corona in Colombia’s Bagota prison. The number
of people killed by police shots on the streets of Kenya is
more than those who died from Corona. It would have been
a big news in normal times. But nobody paid attention to it in
Corona times. The governments of the world, together with
internet companies, have virtually transformed their coun-
tries into ‘aquariums’ on the pretext of dealing with Corona.
Every action of the citizens is being monitored. There would
have been a lot of resistance against it in normal times but
now it is becoming a ‘New Normal’. Surveillance capitalism
in its barest form is in front of us today. ‘1984’ film is no
longer fiction but reality. The funny thing is that this film was
made to discredit socialism, but today capitalism is standing
far more successfully on the film’s expectations. Concept of
‘thought police’ and ‘thought crime’ has become a reality, at
least in countries like India. I learnt while writing this line
itself that Kailash Bhatt of ‘Inquilabi Mazdoor Kendra’ was
arrested after he posted about the government’s failure on
Corona on Facebook.

Mainstream media is also constantly emphasizing that
Corona does not differentiate between the rich and the poor.
But as always, this time also it is wrong. Corona is taking
complete care of all economic & social divisions. If we look
at only the figures of America, then 70 percent of the deaths
are of Blacks and African-Americans. Now many institu-
tions have started giving data on social mobility in Corona
time based on phone location. Nearly 10 percent of people
in the United States and Europe reported zero mobility. That
is, they are successfully in their homes. At the same time,
mobility was witnessed at many levels among the bottom 30
percent of people. This mobile population is becoming the
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biggest victim of Corona; those who have to be this mobile
for their livelihood. That is, they have to leave their house. In
this context, you can also see Rana Ayyub’s article ‘Social
Distancing is a Privilege’. Social distancing is a joke in all the
slums of India and the world.

Actually, only after the flood waters pass away, the
real ugliness of the area becomes visible. Only after Corona
leaves, will the real ugliness of this system can be seen. But
there are many things that you can see in the flood waters as
well. The Spanish Ministry of Health issued a secret guide-
line that those above 60 years should not be admitted to the
ICU. Instead, priority should be given to young patients.
The Governor of Texas State of America, Dan Patrick, said
even more mercilessly that the old people should give their
lives for the American economy and the young generation.
In an interview given to the business magazine Bloomberg
by the American billionaire Tom Galisano, further enhanced
this narrative. He said that it is better that some people die
than to shut down the economy. The Prime Minister of En-
gland went even further that if people die, then only heard
immunity will develop against Corona. Probably Corona liked
this point a lot and today he himself is in ICU in a hospital at
London. These statements are reminiscent of Churchill’s state-
ment that he gave on the 1942 famine in India. Churchill said
that Indians were increasing their population like rats, which
will be controlled by this famine.

Let us now have a look at India. Those who would
not have viewed the Diwali of April 5 with devotion (or Bhakti
as it is called) may have realized that the formal democracy
of India on this day has turned into a real Idiocracy. Few
lines from Mirza Ghalib’s poetry cits very accurately on the
Indian ruling classes – Marz Badhta Hi Gaya Jyon-Jyon Davaa
Ki (The disease kept on growing as I took the medicine).
Let’s recall Demonetisation. The demonetisation was for-
mally done so that black money comes into hold. After
demonetisation, all the black money became white. More
banknotes were returned than the notes deposited. But this
insanity of a dictator took away the livelihood of crores of
people and derailed India’s economy. In the same way, the
conditions created after the 24th March lockdown, helped
to spread the corona even better. Millions of migrant labor-

ers were forced to do a ‘reverse long march.’ These people,
thirsty in the sun and rain, would have become easier victims
of Corona. In a few Shelter Homes, people are cramped up
like they used to live in their labor settlements. Many quar-
antine centers along the roads and the villages became cen-
ters of snakes and scorpions. Most quarantine centers are
virtually jails. Where millions of people have been kept with-
out any crime. All of them are easy victims of Corona. Yes,
the upper and middle class is definitely safe in their own
homes. In India, social distancing is actually class distancing.
The real motive behind this is to increase the distancebetween
the upper & middle class and the poor, while giving Corona
its way towards the poor. In all their interviews, these work-
ers who have come on the roads have said that they are not
afraid of Corona as much as of starvation and police canes.
These helpless workers are not happily returning to their
villages. They are returning to those villages where 31 farm-
ers commit suicide every day. Even in such a time of crisis,
the way the police is treating the workers on the streets,
showering them with lathis, making them do squats, it is ex-
tremely indecent and exposes the class/caste bias of the rul-
ing class and its sadist character.

What can be a better example of the intellectual bank-
ruptcy of the Uttar Pradesh government that it decided to
release 11000 prisoners as per the Supreme Court order on
account of Corona, but even more people were arrested in
jails for alleged violations of lockdown. With this, you can
understand the intellectually bankrupt way of working of the
government. Actually, the Government of India has no strat-
egy or any preparation. They don’t even have any reliable
figures. Yes, Modi government knows how to turn every
occasion into a celebration, even if it is mourning weeds.
And they are doing a great job at it. Imitating European coun-
tries, the Indian government abruptly shut down without any
preparation. But even imitation must have some improvisa-
tion. Soon after the announcement of the lockdown at eight
o’clock, the public came down to the shops in large num-
bers, defying all norms of social distancing. Students living in
hostels – youth and temporary workers came in huge num-
bers to the bus stations and railway stations. Seeing this, it
can be said that this was done just to save the upper and
middle class from Corona and serve the poor laborers to
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the lion named Corona.

In India, 4 lakh people die of TB every year. One of
the major reasons of this is poverty. This lockdown will fur-
ther increase this poverty (The latest report of ILO says that
after the lockdown, 400 million population of India will plunge
further into the pit of poverty) and the number of people
dying from TB may increase this year. How effective is this
strategy to save 1 person from corona and in turn kill 4 people
with TB. In this corona time OPD of almost all hospitals is
closed. A hospital like AIIMS in Delhi has shut down its
OPD. Serious patients of cancer are also not being treated.
All cancer patients are waiting for their deaths around AIIMS
and other hospitals in Delhi. Most doctors running private
clinics have closed their clinics, taking care of their own safety.
Perhaps this figure will never come to sight that how many
Corona patients we saved and how many other sick people
we killed as a result of all this. After all, what can India do?
In the last decades, we have lost our time in doing Hindu-
Muslim only. The rest of our work has been done by impe-
rialist institutions like the World Bank, IMF, or America.
And the result of that ‘beautiful’ work is that today we have
1 government MBBS doctor per 10,000 people. There is
only half of one bed for 1000 people (in many hospitals,
often two people with serious illness lay on the same bed).

There is not a single ventilator in 18 districts of Bihar.
Due to these circumstances, 5 Crore 5 lakh people in India
go below the poverty line every year just because of health
expenditure. India was not prepared for an pandemic like
Corona in any sense. But the media here is ready for every-
thing. It was also pre-prepared for Corona. It first targeted
China for Corona, rhyming in with the US, but when India
had to ask China for ‘ventilators’ and ‘testing kits’, the me-
dia stopped their campaign in the middle and turn to their
favorite enemy Muslims and broke the entire blame of Co-
rona on the Muslims. The IT Cells of the Sangh have also
made full use of the lock down, playing the role of Corona
themselves and they are leaving no chance to infect people.
The government gets a chance to avenge the role of Mus-
lims in the CAA. Who can forget the video released on the
Twitter handle of ‘Rana Ayyub’, where police is showering
lathis at Muslims while coming out of a mosque. How many
Muslims and Muslim settlements were quarantined because

of Corona and how many of them were quarantined solely
due to them being Muslims, is no longer hidden from any-
one. When the whole world is studying the genome of the
Corona virus, we are engaged in the study of the religion of
Corona.

In fact, in a poor country like India, where 94 per-
cent of the labor force is working in the unorganized sector,
more than half of the population is living in terrible poverty,
the entire lockdown cannot be a right decision. There should
have been more and more tests and based on these tests,
local lockdowns / quarantine should have been resorted to.
But the truth is that India is able to conduct only 137 tests
per 10 lakh people. It is important to mention here that many
tests of the same person are also included in this tally, like
Kanika Kapoor has already done 7 tests so far. Even Paki-
stan and Sri Lanka are better than us, which is 262 and 152
respectively while Italy and Germany stand around 15,000/
10 lakh.

Today in Corona time, even though the voice of those

forces is being suppressed which were constantly raising the

issues of environment, health, poverty, water-forest-land,

which were questioning the existence of this inhuman system

and were also fighting in their own way, but in later times this

voice will be heard even more loudly. In the 14th century,

when Europe was hit by an pandemic called plague and one-

third of Europe’s population died, a significant result was

that the common people lost faith in the Church and this

significantly contributed to the renaissance in Europe, which

resulted in many bourgeois revolutions. Will it happen this

time too? Eduardo Galeano said that history never really

says goodbye. History says, ‘See you later.’

No matter how dark the night is, there is always a

chirm of morning in it. I feel like repeating these multi-fold

lines of Charles Dickens’ famous novel ‘A Tale of Two Cit-

ies’ – “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it

was the age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was

the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the

season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was the

spring of hope, it was the winter of despair.” 
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The Central Committee of CPI (M-L) New Demo
cracy strongly condemn the illegal arrests of famous
author, intellect and professor of Goa University Dr. Anand
Teltumbde and prominent journalist, advocate and social
activist Gowtam Navalakha, under vicious Unlawful
Activities Prevention Act(UAPA) on 14th April,2020. The
Central Committee of CPI(M-L)NewDemocracy also
demand immediate and unconditional release of all
intellects, writers and other illegally  incarcerated ones
facing charges that they have connection with Bhima-
Koregaon case.

While the people across the world are confined
to their homes due to pandemic Corona virus, in this
situation the Supreme Court of India too, issuing orders
to release all prisoners on parole on one hand and the
same is issued orders to Professor Anand Teltumbde and
Gowtam Navalakha to surrender before the state on the
other hand, it once again proved that class justice is in
force in a class society  as said by the great Marxist teachers.

In 2018 itself, the Pune police have registered a
case against Professor Anand Teltumbde and Gowtam
Navalakha charging that they have connections with
Bhima-Koregaon case, conspired to assasinate the Prime
Minister, having connection with the Maoists, etc false
allegations. In this context itself they have raided in Pune,
Delhi, Mumbai, Nagpur, Hyderabad and other places and
arrested many people. Till now they are languishing in
prisons. Prominent writer VaravaraRao  famous advocate
Sudha Bharadwaj, Editor of ‘Vodrohi” Sudheer Dhawle,
advocate Surendra Gadling, Rona Wilson, Mahesh Raut,
women rights activist Shoma Sen and others are kept in
the prisons. All these are working as the voice of dalits,
adivasis and other poor people. Then, the Bombay High
Court has issued Stay  orders  for professor Anand
Teltumbde and the Delhi High Court for Gowram
Navalakha due to some technical lapses.

As the Stay orders are in force, BJP lost its power
in Maharashtra. The newly power sworn government in
Maharashtra and main leader of Nationalaist Congress
Party (NCP) Sarad Pawar openly announcing that Bhima-

Koregaon incident, conspiracy to assasinate the Prime
Minister are fictitious and these all are fabricated cases
against the innocents and the state government will
review the cases. Immediately the Central government
dropped the case from Maharashtra state government and
announced that the Centre will deal with the case through
National Investigation Agency (NIA) and took it into its
hands/clutches. After this decision was made they have
revoked Stay orders on Ananad Teltumbde and Gowtam
Nalakha and issued orders to arrest these two.

The arrest of Dr. Anand Teltumbde was seriously
protested both nationally and internatationally by more
than 5000 prominent personalities and organistions
including Noam Chomsky. As the news came out that he is
going to be arrested, about 15 thousand tweets came out
against this arrest. Setting all these concerns aside, the
government sent them to to jail very quickly.  With a clear
target the Central government has implicated this case
against all these. The rulers sworn in power are blatantly
violating the rules formulated by them and utilizing vicious
acts and shackling the questioning voices and writing
hands. This is nothing but fascism in the veil of the
Parliament. Most of these are the forces want to safeguard
the Constitution and the rights proclaimed in the
Constitution. They want the rights proclaimed in the
Constitution should be implemented in properly.  The very
existence of dalits and adivasis are becoming
questionable, questioning the state that vanishing the
constitutionalrights and to demand the proper implementa
tion has become a crime in the glance of the rulers.

The Central Committee of PI(M-L) NewDemocracy
appeal the people, progressive forces to strongly condemn
the implication of false case of Bhima-Koregaon incident
and arrests of the questioning intellectuals, advocates and
writers under vicious UAPA. The Central Committee of
PI(M-L) NewDemocracy appeal all the people to wage
struggle for their release.

14-04-2020

Strongly condemn the illegal arrest of

Anand Teltumbde and Gowtam Navalakha under vicious UAPA !

CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF CPI ( M-L) NEWDEMOCRACY DEMAND

Chandranna
                                                                          General Secretary

CPI(ML)NEWDEMOCRACY
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It is difficult to believe that a serving Indian diplomat
can dare speak in his official capacity, before a New York
gathering of Kashmiri Pandits, tell them that Kashmiri cul-
ture “is Indian culture and it is Hindu culture”, and then es-
pouse emulating the Israeli settlement policy as the “Israeli
model”, which is notorious for its savagery. To characterise
Kashmiri culture as entirely “Hindu” is not only to deny its
overwhelmingly Muslim majority any role in their own cul-
ture, but is a means to justify driving away the Kashmiri
Muslims from Kashmir. It is also difficult to believe that an
IPS officer can peddle demographic transformation while
serving in Kashmir.

These regressive ideas are difficult to believe—un-
less they reflect the Bharatiya Janata Party government’s
policy on Kashmir. There are many in the bureaucracy who
act as indoctrinated members of the ruling party. An Israeli
diplomat in Mumbai had recently opined at a public meeting
that Hindutva and Zionism are alike.

That Kashmiri Pandits must return to their homes
and hearths in Kashmir is not in dispute. But to ride piggy-
back on Kashmiri Pandits to peddle abhorrent ideas shows
how low the Indian establishment is willing to stoop to carry
out its nightmarish vision.

The fascination for Israel’s apartheid policy in the
context of Kashmir makes the abrogation of Articles 370
and 35A and turning the Jammu and Kashmir region into a
Union Territory a way to push a settlement policy in Kash-
mir, by forcing the local population to move out. With the
protection of their special status gone, the control and own-
ership of land in Kashmir now rests with the central govern-
ment, as nearly all powers have been vested in the central
government to do as it pleases with land ownership. Even
the registration of immovable property now rests with the
central government.

Asking a captive people to sell their land to the high-
est bidder is part of a public campaign by the government,
which reminds of a veiled threat, “iron fist in velvet glove”.

So the game plan of the government points towards follow-
ing the same path as Israel, expelling original inhabitants and
settling outsiders.
Let us see what imponderables lie in its wake.

Let us begin with the external world. In an interde-
pendent world, India is not Israel. Unlike Israel, whether
India likes it or not, Kashmir brings into the equation Paki-
stan for certain, and now also China. Furthermore, no mat-
ter what the Indian public are told, the fact is that while the
world wants Pakistan to behave and contain the terrorists it
has nurtured, they will not countenance any move by India
which smacks of brinkmanship because that can spiral out
of control. Particularly when India has now openly commit-
ted itself to making Pakistan “pay for Pulwama and Uri” and
is prepared to go up the escalatory ladder of military re-
sponse.

Neither of the two superpowers, US and China, nor
Russia, the European Union and Japan, will allow Pakistan
to be pinned to the wall. In the Afghanistan settlement, Paki-
stan is key to bring Taliban to the table, and it plays the role
of an emissary between Iran and Saudi Arabia. Both are
signs that it is much too important to be ignored. Neither in
Afghanistan nor in Iran-Saudi mediation did India play any
role. In addition, it is worth remembering that Pakistan is a
party to the Kashmir dispute. Which means that it will be
difficult for India to upscale military response at will.

Indians can claim that if Israel or other countries
could bring about such demographic changes then why can
India not do the same? The answer is because India is not
Israel, which gets away with murder, so to say, because of
support and patronage of the United States (US). Former
diplomat MK Bhadrakumar has quite succinctly brought out
the many difference between Israel and India.

In the US and European Union endorsement of the
Israeli model, the public is reminded of what has been done
to Palestinians by the Israeli state. Moreover, India’s wors-
ening economic crisis, ‘tax terrorism’, dubious data and doc-
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tored statistics have made investors wary, both domestic as
well as foreign. This is also a time when India is keen to
compensate for the loss of face over not signing the Re-
gional Comprehensive Economic Pact by pushing for a Free
Trade Agreement with the US. This makes us more—and
not less—vulnerable to domestic cross-currents in the US,
where bi-partisan support for India has declined after the
Indian Prime Minister publicly endorsed US President
Donald Trump. India’s foreign minister can split hairs to claim
that the Indian PM did not endorse Trump, but he is as un-
convincing as his government when it speaks of upholding
constitutional morality a day after subverting it in Maharashtra.

In real life, what’s sauce for the goose is sauce for
the gander does not always work. What counts is a country’s
place in the pecking order, based on its internal strengths,
which is what determines why some get away with geno-
cidal policies while others do not. The Indian government is
going to discover that it helped internationalise Kashmir by
making a policy shift towards demographic change, which
threatens to trigger a desperate struggle for self-preserva-
tion and an explosive situation between two nuclear-armed
countries. And, as anyone knows, when the issue becomes
one of self-preservation of Kashmiri people, then confron-
tation is inescapable.

As for the internal, it should be kept in mind that
Kashmiris and Jammuites are proud owners of land as a
result of radical land reforms which restored the peasantry’s
rights over land—something that had been taken away from
them under the feudal Jagirdari system of the Dogra Hindu
rulers. Like elsewhere in India, where people have waged
struggles for decades against land acquisition by govern-
ment and private corporations, J&K has had its share of
such struggles in the past. Not just in Kashmir, but even in
Jammu, among the Hindu peasantry, there is a fear of losing
their lands to outsiders. It is a secular emotion.

Most importantly, for three decades, India has
waged a war of military suppression of Kashmiri people be-
cause they dared demand the right of self-determination. This
desire could not be erased through counter-insurgency op-
erations because when opportunities were created the po-
litical leadership was found wanting. Now, in the name of
“change”, what is being brought in is an Israeli-style settle-

ment policy.  While no actual land-grab has taken place since
5 August, the plans afoot suggest the way it is going to be
carried out.

Question is, can it be carried out by India? Is it pre-
pared to face a people who have been subjected to severe
repression over three decades, which itself was preceded
by 40 years of relatively peaceful struggle. If the threat of
dispossession of their land is added to this mix, it amounts to
inviting trouble upon oneself. A former cabinet minister in the
Atal Bihari Vajpayee government recently said after a visit
to Kashmir that there is no middle ground left there. This is
true in more than one way.

When even the shell of autonomy does not exist any-
more, an entire people, for more than 117 days, have been
denied access to the internet, and left at the mercy of armed
forces, which wield the power of life or death over them;
when their intelligentsia has been silenced, arrested or threat-
ened with arrest and all crimes inflicted on Kashmiris for
three decades have been forgotten, then it leaves people
with little choice. So, this is sure-shot method to trigger es-
calation of a conflict.

It sends a message across all the way to the north-
east where the “mother of all insurgencies” led by the Na-
tional Socialist Council of Nagalim (Isak-Muivah) or
NSCN(IM) has not come to an end. The Indian govern-
ment had to pull back from its ultimatum given to the
NSCN(IM) to fall in line by 31 October, and give up on its
demand for a separate flag and Constitution. If talks fail, a
new phase of militancy flareup in the northeast is more than
likely.  CAs a result, every regressive act done in Kashmir
from now on will be watched closely by the North-Eastern
states, which are already up in arms over the Citizenship
Amendment Bill, the National Register of Citizens for the
entire country, and their fear of being overwhelmed by out-
siders. Trouble is that it is a handful of people at the top who
decide what happens. Few in the corridors of power have
the courage to speak the truth. So one wonders when the
government hides data, distorts and misrepresents the real-
ity, and is surrounded by yea-sayers, that is such a govern-
ment capable of thinking in our collective interest? When
actual ground reality is so poorly understood, decision-mak-
ing is going to reflect mediocrity and mendacity.(Contd 25th)
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(After 24th page)Instead of being informed by a sense of enlightened self-interest, it is an ideologically-driven agenda that
we witness being unrolled, right before our eyes. Instead of learning from the disastrous history of Zionist settlement and its
consequences, which have actually made Israel weak and insecure, India’s rulers appear to be going along with it. Yes
Israel carries on with its settlements and occupation, but the day the US pulls back its hand from Israel, it will be in trouble,
bereft as it is of friends, leaving itself open to too many enemies that it has created.

So Israel lives on borrowed time. If this is the path the Indian government wants to pursue, I fear the worst. The
nature of confrontation will be very different from the one faced by the Palestinian people, who were left virtually to
themselves to fight. This may not happen in the case of Kashmir being close to Afghanistan to remain unaffected by
developments there, not to mention Pakistan above all. It will be much fiercer because it will bring religion into the volatile
mix.

A government which is willing to blame the past or pretend that there is nothing wrong with the economy is as much
a government which can deceive the Indian people about Kashmir and the situation there. Paradoxically, this once again
makes it clear that the only call possible in such circumstances for the democratic-minded in India is a call to respect a
freely-expressed democratic choice by the peoples of Jammu and Kashmir: a peaceful democratic way as a counter to

Kashmir being turned into a colony. 

CPI(M-L)NewDemocracy AndhraPradesh State Committee demand the union government and both
Telugu state governments to bring Status quo and stop its implementation on the Supreme Court‘s April22nd
ruling dismissing tribal reservation provided in G.O.No.3. It should be noted that this judgement has resulted
in the loss of nearly two lakh teachers in both Telugu states and the conspiracy to wipe out the reservations
contrary to the spirit of Constitution of India.

The composite /unified Andhra Pradesh government has brought G.O.No.3 providing 100 per cent
reservation for local tribals in teaching jobs in tribal areas. The Supreme Court said that reservations should
not exceed 50 per cent. The children of tribals and adivasis who have been disadvantaged in all sectors of
society for generations, can learn without fear and timidness when they were taught by local  tribals, it is the
main purpose of this G.O.

Ever since BJP government sworn in power it is trying in all means to dismiss reservations guaranteed
by the Constitution of India. It seems to obscure the fact that G.O No.3, 1/70 Act, PESA Act, Schedule Areas Act
and Forest Rights Act-2006 are the result of many struggles waged by tribals. Our party – CPI(M-L)
NewDemocracy demand the union government and  both Telugu state governments to not to implement the
verdict, to bring status quo on this ruling immediately and to file Review Pitition on this verdict.

22-04-2020        Tanya
                                                                                         State Secretary

                                                                                         CPI(M-L)NewDemocracy

                                                                                         Andhra Pradesh State Committee

The union and the state governments must bring  Status Quo on Supreme
Court verdict dismissing G.O.No.3!

CPI(M-L)NEW DEMOCRACY DEMAND
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In many ways, today’s India is fast changing and
unrecognisable from just half a decade ago. It is not the
case that state repression, attacks on minorities and
criminalisation of dissent is new. But the impunity of the state
machinery, its forever-ready army of zealot supporters, the
breakdown of institutions and the irreversible damage this
has brought upon our society is unprecedented. An aspect
of our social and political commitment that has been com-
pletely reversed at breakneck speed, in the two terms of the
Modi-Shah government, is our relationship with Palestine
and its freedom struggle. From being seen as one of the
forerunners of Palestinian solidarity globally, India has come
to be seen as one of Israel’s closest allies. Learning from
Israel in what it does to the Palestinian people, admiring the
racist, supremacist moorings of Zionism, has been a long-
standing feature of Hindutva. And now it is only playing it-
self out.

This ideological connection has material conse-
quences. Trade agreements between the two countries, es-
pecially in the sector of agriculture, have grown by a big
margin. Bollywood is being roped in to fight the Palestinian-
led Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions movement. The area
where India-Israel relations have grown exponentially, and
which deserves urgent attention, is arms trade and security
cooperation. There are two aspects to this intensifying trade
relationship: the sheer volume of the arms trade and security
cooperation, and the ideological import of Israeli methods
and war doctrines.
Importing Israeli weapons and methods

From 2017-18, India imported nearly 50% of
Israel’s weapons exports. Many of these deals are mired in
corruption and often pushed at the cost of India’s public
sector defence units- starting from the Bofors scam to the
on again, off again Spike missile deal. For Israel, these arms
purchases directly finance its occupation of Palestinian ter-
ritories. Israel markets its weapons as “field-tested” on Pal-
estinian bodies. There are reports of how the repression of

Palestinians in Gaza, during the
Great Return March is already
being marketed by Israel’s arms industry. The everyday re-
ality of Palestinians, of living under the barrel of the gun, the
checkpoints, home demolitions and raids, the massacres are
all bank-rolled by the sale of arms. Israel, in fact, is invested
in selling arms to repressive regimes world-over, thereby
itself connecting the occupation of Palestinian territories with
growing militarism from Latin America to Myanmar.

With India, Israel also has a vast array of security
cooperation and joint training. Every year since 2014, pro-
spective IPS officers are being sent to Israel for training.
India and Israel have a Joint Steering Committee on counter-
terrorism including cybersecurity. Israeli military delegations
have visited Kashmir. As of today, everything from guns to
surveillance drones that are being used in Kashmir are of
Israeli make. As noted by others, Israel never only sells its
arms. It also sells along with them its methodology of re-
pression. And the last few months of tension with Pakistan
and the ongoing situation in Kashmir are testimony to this.

In February this year, following an attack on a CRPF
convoy  in south Kashmir’s Pulwama, which led to the death
of 40 jawans, tensions between India and Pakistan esca-
lated. India carried out a much hailed attack within the bor-
ders of Pakistan, seemingly targeting a terrorist camp. This
attack was invoked by the leaders of the BJP in its election
rallies, as well as pro-government commentators, for its simi-
larity with Israel’s tactics. The deep linkages with Israel were
not only about the rhetoric of this, but also the fact that the
Spice-2000 bomb used in the air-strike by the Indian Air
Force was of Israeli-make. This escalation between two
nuclear armed nations demanded calls for peace and sanity,
but the ruling party used it for making “national security” the
top issue in its election campaign amidst a floundering
economy and unprecedented  attacks on minorities. Surely,
this paid off for them,  given the results of the 2019 General
Election results?

Israelising India:
The Hindutva Fantasy that is Realis ing Itself

Anahita

(contd... 28)
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In Sophocles’ powerful play, Antigone, the daugh-
ter of Oedipus defies the edict of King Creon of Thebes that
her brother’s corpse should be left on the road for birds and
vultures to feast on. When Creon charges her with disobe-
dience of the law — “And thou didst indeed dare to trans-
gress that law?” — Antigone replies: “Yes;
for it was not Zeus that had published me
that edict: not such are the laws set among
me by the Justice who dwells with the
gods below; nor deemed I that the de-
crees were of such force, that a mortal could override the
unwritten and unfailing statutes of heaven.” Antigone articu-
lates the fundamentals of a just law. Law is not the source of
its own moral authority and legitimacy.
A setback to democracy

Centuries later, M.K. Gandhi reiterated that a law is
binding only if it satisfies the unwritten codes of public eth-
ics. He spoke in the context of colonial rule. Surely demo-
cratic regimes ought to respect the right of citizens to dis-
sent. In today’s India, however, holders of state power refuse
to tolerate ideas, reflection, debate, and discussion. Two
years ago, the government arrested eminent members of civil
society on charges that were clearly produced by conspira-
torial imaginations. On April 14, two of India’s well-known
scholars/activists, Anand Teltumbde and Gautam Navlakha,
surrendered before the National Investigation Agency. In
early April, an FIR was filed by the Uttar Pradesh govern-
ment against the editor of the news website, The Wire,
Siddharth Varadarajan. The charges in these cases are flimsy.
It is obvious that intellectuals are being penalised for taking
on the government.

The arrests are a depressing commentary on the
nature of the present government. Sophisticated societies
respect intellectuals because they subject the present to his-
torically informed investigation, interpretation, critique and
prescription. This is integral to the idea of democratic poli-
tics as self-critique. Politics establishes rules that govern
multiple transactions of society. It cannot be its own defen-
dant, judge and jury. If politics is, as Aristotle put it, the
master science (science for Greeks is knowledge), it has to
accept reflective and critical activity. Politics is too impor-

tant to be left to politicians alone.
While authoritarian societies breed court historians, mature
democracies appreciate critical scholarship. But today intel-
lectualism is dismissed contemptuously as elitist. Not only
does this attitude foster a culture of mediocrity, intellectuals

who hold a mirror to the state are
hounded and arrested. This is a setback
to democracy, because it forecloses en-
gagement with structures of power. With-
out its public intellectuals, democracy

slides into authoritarianism.
The Dreyfus affair

The first public intellectual was, of course, Socrates.
The modern notion of the public intellectual is, however, fairly
recent. It took shape in the tumultuous days of what has
come to be known as the ‘Dreyfus affair’ in France in 1894.
Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish army officer, had allegedly handed
over important government documents to the Germans. He
was convicted of treason amidst a roar of revolting anti-
Semitism. When Dreyfus was stripped of his medals, the
crowd shouted ‘Death to the Jew’. The atmosphere was
charged, mob mentality ruled, and sane voices were drowned
in the din. Scholars, artists, and novelists could hardly keep
away. They had to summon their knowledge to reflect on
citizens’ rights, the irrational behaviour of crowds, the ugly
slogans that stereotyped an entire community, and the un-
holy glee with which crowds watched the humiliation of an
army officer. The incident propelled Paris-based intellectu-
als into the mainstream of French politics. This was the time
when scholars came out from their ivory towers and took
sides, despite massive crowd hysteria that broke bounds of
civility.

Dreyfus was later exonerated, but the affair split the
French intelligentsia wide open. Emile Zola wrote an open
letter, J’Accuse, in support of the beleaguered army officer.
Zola attacked injustice, prejudice and intolerance. He re-
served for the intellectual the function that Socrates had re-
served for the philosopher: stand by the universal in the
questfor truth and in the fight against injustice. Julien Benda,
a noted Jewish intellectual, argued that the duty of the intel-
lectual is to defend universal values over and above the

The making of the modern public intellectual
Public intellectuals should be respected because they speak out against injustice

wherever it occurs

Neera Chandhoke
is a former professor of Political Science

at Delhi University

(contd... 28)
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(after ... 27th page ) tics of the moment.
But other scholars propagated anti-Semitism. In

1942, the philosopher Hannah Arendt wrote an account of
the anti-Semitism directed at Dreyfus by right-wing intellec-
tuals in France. Intellectuals who upheld Republicanism and
basic rights were too weak to confront the power of the
mob. Mobs are fickle, their rhetoric is blood-curdling, they
hate debate, detest institutions, and hero-worship leaders.
When intellectuals follow the mob or, worse, the leader, they
pave the way for fascism, the destruction of institutions, the
emergence of the hero, and pogroms of the minority. When
intellectuals fail to live up to codes of public ethics, they up-
hold injustice. Their commitment to truth, reason and justice
lapses; they become partners in injustice.
Moral conscience of society

The Dreyfus affair legitimised the idea that a public
intellectual has to denounce injustice despite the power of
the mob. Since then it has been held that intellectuals are not
defined by what they are — professors, writers, artists or
journalists — but by what they do. Intellectuals have to be
competent in their own field, otherwise they will not be taken
seriously by anyone. But there is more to being an intellec-
tual. Scholars have to be public intellectuals. They have to
cast their scholarly gaze on issues that cause explosions, sift
out the details, analyse, evaluate, and take a position. An
intellectual has to be involved in public affairs.

Public intellectuals are the moral conscience of so-
ciety, simply because they think. To think is to question, to
call for freedom, and to invoke the right to disobey. Our
intellectuals have to be reflective, philosophical beings, philo-
sophical in the sense that they think about issues, addresses
contemporary social problems and see them as the legacies
of previously unresolved issues of social injustice.

It is precisely the unresolved issue of social injustice
that has been taken up by Mr. Teltumbde, Mr. Navlakha
and Mr. Varadarajan repeatedly and insistently. All three of
them have battled the reproduction of injustice in their own
ways. Mr. Teltumbde is a fine chronicler of the injustice that
has been heaped on the Dalit community. Mr. Navlakha has
fiercely castigated violations of civil liberties. And Mr.
Varadarajan has exposed the horrific crimes committed by
the merchants of hate. None of them has advocated vio-
lence, none of them has asked the Indian people to revolt
against the elected regime. All they ask for is that the provi-
sions of the Constitution be honoured by our leaders. Lead-
ers wield the scalpel, they ought to be the healers. Their
touch should nurse the wounds in the body politic. Public
intellectuals are the conscience of our country. They should
be respected because they speak out against injustice wher-
ever it occurs, not be subjected to punitive action. Public
intellectuals are of value because they bring the sane, cool
voice of reasoned reflection to bear on contentious and
stormy public issues. 

(after .. 26th page Hinduthwa article )

Israelising India
On August 5th, Home Minister Amit Shah made the

shocking announcement of a Presidential order abrogating
Article 370 of the Indian constitution, which granted relative
autonomy to the state of Jammu and Kashmir and was the
tunnel between the state and India. This included abrogation
of Article 35 A, which granted the state legislature the power
to make laws regarding residency, employment and land
ownership. The autonomy of J&K had been a long-standing
grouse of the Sangh Parivar, even though such provisions
exist in several other states, because J&K was the only
Muslim majority state in India. The next step for the current
regime is to bring demographic changes in the region to per-
manently alter its nature. Even as the region has been under
a two-weeks long curfew and communications black-out,
the government is inviting private investment, opening the

doors for corporate profiteering. This very idea of enforced

demographic change is a mirror image of Israel’s settler-

colonial policies in the occupied West Bank, where, too,

Israeli citizens have built illegal colonies and commercial

spaces, apart from the massive military infrastructure, to cre-

ate “facts on the ground”.

In this moment, it is more necessary than ever to

build global solidarity as the regimes ruling us come closer in

their methods of repression. Israel’s military occupation is

linked to militarism in Kashmir. As democratic and progres-

sive forces gather today to demand peace and justice in

Kashmir, and in the rest of India, this struggle must be coor-

dinated to counter the liaison between India and Israel. It

must be remembered that this connection has been estab-

lished over a concoction of arms and ideologies which spells

dire consequences for South Asia. 
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This place where we are gathered today is only a
short bus ride away from where four days ago a fascist mob,
fired up by speeches made by members of the Ruling Party,
backed up and actively assisted by the police, assured of
round the clock support by a vast section of the electronic
mass media, and comforted by the belief that the courts would
do nothing to come in their way—mounted an armed, mur-
derous attack on Muslims in the working class colonies of
North East Delhi.

The attack had been in the air for a while, so people
were somewhat prepared, and so defended themselves.
Markets, shops, homes, mosques and vehicles have been
burnt down. The streets are full of stones and debris. The
hospitals are full of the wounded and dying. The morgues
are full of the dead. Both Muslim and Hindu, including a
policeman and a young staffer of the Intelligence Bureau.
Yes. People on both sides have shown themselves capable
of horrifying brutality as well as unbelievable courage and
kindness.

However, there can be no equivalence here. None
of this alters the fact that the attack was begun by lumpen
mobs chanting Jai Shri Ram! backed by the apparatus of
this now nakedly fascist state.  Notwithstanding these slo-
gans, this is not what people like to label a Hindu-Muslim
“riot”. It is a manifestation of the ongoing battle between
fascists and anti-fascists—in which Muslims are the first
among the Fascists’ “enemies”. To call it a riot or a “danga”,
or “Left” versus “Right” or even “Right” versus “Wrong” as
many are doing, is dangerous and obfuscatory.

We have all seen the videos of the police standing
by and sometimes participating in the arson. We have seen
them smashing CCTV cameras, just as they did when they
vandalised the Jamia Millia Islamia University library on
December 15th. We have seen them beat wounded Muslim
men as they lay piled up against each other and force them
to sing the national anthem. We know that one of those young
men is dead. All the dead, wounded and devastated, Mus-
lim as well as Hindu are victims of this regime headed by
Narendra Modi, our nakedly fascist Prime Minister who him-
self is no stranger to being at the helm of affairs in a state
when 18 years ago a massacre on a much larger scale went
on for weeks.

The anatomy of this particular conflagration will be
studied for years to come. But the local detail will only be a
matter of historical record because the ripples based on hate-
ful rumours fueled on the social media have begun to eddy
outwards and we can already smell more blood on the breeze.
Although there have been no more killings in North Delhi,
yesterday (February 29th) saw mobs of people in Central
Delhi chanting the slogan that built up to the attacks: Desh
ke Gaddaron ko, Goli maaron saalon ko!  (Shoot the trai-
tors).

Only a few days ago. the Delhi High Court Judge,
Justice Muralidhar was furious with the Delhi Police for hav-
ing taken no action against Kapil Mishra, former BJP MLA
candidate, who had earlier too used it as an election slogan.
On the night of 26 February, the judge was given midnight
orders to take up his new assignment in the Punjab High
Court. Kapil Mishra is back on the streets chanting the same
slogan. It can now be used until further notice.

Fun and games with judges isn’t new. We know the
story about Justice Loya. We may have forgotten the story
of Babu Bajrangi, convicted of participating in the killing 96
Muslims in Naroda Patiya, in Gujarat in 2002. Listen to him
on YouTube:

He’ll tell you how “Narendra bhai” got him out of
jail because of  “setting” the judges. We have learned to
expect massacres such as this one before elections—they
have become a sort of barbaric election campaign to polarise
votes and build constituencies. But the Delhi massacre hap-
pened just days after an election, after the BJP-RSS suf-
fered a humiliating defeat. It is a punishment for Delhi and an
announcement for the coming elections in Bihar.

Everything is on record. Everything is available for
everyone to see and hear—the provocative speeches of Kapil
Mishra, Parvesh Verma, Union Minister Anurag Thakur,
Chief Minister of UP Yogi Adityanath, the Home Minister
Amit Shah and even the Prime Minister himself. And yet
everything has been turned upside down—it’s being made
to appear as though all of India is a victim of the absolutely
peaceful, mostly female, mostly—but not only—Muslim pro-
testors who have been out on the streets for almost 75 days,
in their tens of thousands, to protest against the Citizenship
Amendment Act (CAA)

“There is fire in the ducts. The system is failing.”
Arundhati Roy
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The CAA, which offers a fast-track route to citizen-
ship for non-Muslim minorities, is blatantly unconstitutionl
and blatantly anti-Muslim. Coupled with the National Popu-
lation Register and the National Register of Citizens it is meant
to de-legitimise, de-stabilise and criminalise not just Mus-
lims but hundreds of millions of Indians who do not have the
requisite documents — including those who are chanting
“Goli Maaro Saalon Ko”today.

Once citizenship comes into question, everything
comes into question—your children’s rights, your voting rights,
your land rights. As Hannah Arendt said, “citizenship gives
you the right to have rights.”  Anybody who thinks this is not
the case, please turn your attention to Assam and see what
has happened to 19 lakh people—Hindus, Muslims. Dalits,
Adivasis. Now trouble has started between local tribes and
the non-tribal population in the state of Meghalaya. There is
curfew in Shillong. The State borders are closed to non-
locals.

The sole purpose of the NPR-NRC-CAA is to de-
stabilise and divide people not just in India but across the
whole subcontinent. If they do indeed exist, these phantom
millions of human beings who India’s current Home Minister
calls Bangladeshi “termites”, cannot be kept in detention
centres and cannot be deported. By using such terminology
and by thinking up such a ridiculous, diabolic scheme, this
government is actually endangering the tens of millions of
Hindus who live in Bangladesh, Pakistan and Afghanistan
who they pretend to be concerned about, but who could
suffer the backlash of this bigotry emanating from New Delhi.
Look where we have ended up.

In 1947 we won independence from Colonial rule
that was fought for by almost everybody with the exception
of our current rulers. Since then all manner of social move-
ments, anti-caste struggles, anti-capitalist struggles, feminist
struggles have marked our journey up to now.
In the 1960s the call to revolution was a demand for justice,
for the re-distribution of wealth and the overthrow of the
ruling class.

By the 90s, we were reduced to fighting against the
displacement of millions of people from their own lands and
villages, people who became the collateral damage for the
building of a new India in which 63 of India’s richest people
have more wealth than the annual budget outlay for 1,200
million people.  Now we are reduced to pleading for our
rights as citizens from people who have had nothing to do
with building this country. And as we plead, we watch the
State withdraw its protection, we watch the police get

communalised, we watch the judiciary gradually abdicate its
duty, we watch the media that is meant to afflict the comfort-
able and comfort the afflicted do the very opposite.

Today is the 210th day since Jammu and Kashmir
was unconstitutionally stripped of its special status. Thou-
sands of Kashmiris, including three former Chief Ministers,
continue to be in jail. Seven million people are living under a
virtual information siege, a novel exercise in the mass viola-
tion of human rights.
On February 26, the streets of Delhi looked like the streets
of Srinagar. That was the day that Kashmiri children went to
school for the first time in seven months. But what does it
mean to go to school, while everything around you is slowly
throttled?

A democracy that is not governed by a Constitution
and one whose institutions have all been hollowed out can
only ever become a majoritarian state. You can agree or
disagree with a Constitution as a whole or in part—but to
act as though it does not exist as this government is doing is
to completely dismantle democracy. Perhaps this is the aim.
This is our version of the Corona Virus. We are sick.
There’s no help on the horizon. No well-meaning foreign
country. No UN.

And no political party that intends to win elections
will or can afford to take a moral position. Because there is
fire in the ducts. The system is failing.

What we need are people who are prepared to be
unpopular. Who are prepared to put themselves in danger.
Who are prepared to tell the truth. Brave journalists can do
that, and they have. Brave lawyers can do that, and they
have. And artistes—beautiful, brilliant, brave writers, poets,
musicians, painters and filmmakers can do that. That beauty
is on our side. All of it. We have work to do.
And a world to win. 

Released this Books. Please contact  this no 9989737776
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The International Miners’ Coordination calls
upon all miners of the world as well as their families to
celebrate May 1st, 2020, together with colleagues from
all lines of work as an international day of struggle -
with disciplined attention to all health care measures
of course.

For 130 years May Day has been the international
day of struggle for the working class! Especially in this present
situation we miners, the trade unionists, will not let May Day
be taken away from us!

In many countries of the world, the Corona pandemic
is being instrumentalised by the monopolies and their servile
governments to restrict or suspend the rights of the workers.
They also attack democratic rights and freedoms of the
masses in various ways. The Corona pandemic is intended to
pass the consequences of the world economic and financial
crisis, which began in 2018, onto and at the expense of the
workers and the population. Globally rising unemployment
threatens millions of livelihoods. Many workers are being sent
on forced leave, sometimes with little or no pay. People who
are informally or self-employed have no income.

Due to curfews and state of emergency, the closure
of numerous mines and other businesses, many miners are
struggling to make a living. The following has been reported
from the Congo: “We are forced to live in forced captivity
without consistent accompanying measures being taken to
ensure the social well-being of the population”. From Namibia
and Uganda women of miners report: “Our biggest problem
is hunger. At the moment we are trying everything to provide
food for people in the informal settlements”.

At the same time, governments channel billions of Euros to
the international financial capital and to the major mine
operators. While production is allowed to continue and free
movement of the monopolies’ goods is guaranteed,
governments impose restrictions on the freedom of assembly,
curfews or states of emergency. In the mines, factories and
production facilities labourers often work closely together.
They must travel to work in crowded buses and trains. Along
with the legal development of governments, social systems,
health care, environmental protection measures, etc. have
declined worldwide. Nursing staff and hospitals have been

reduced or closed, insufficient stocks of protective clothing
etc. have been built up. The monopolies’ greed for profit has
been endangering the health of workers since the beginning
of capitalism - today it is becoming evident during the Corona
crisis.

These are enough reasons for us workers and our
families to take to the streets on the 1st of May 2020! We
need a militant May Day - with disciplined attention to all
health measures of course.

That’s why we call for activities on May 1st, 2020, in
the struggle against the right wing development of the
government, against fascism and war! The workers are
disciplined enough to keep a safe distance. They have many
ideas on how to achieve that under the conditions of curfew
and other measures.

We demand

Consistent health protection YES: People must be the focus
of attention! Undemocratic emergency measures NO: No
restriction of democratic rights and freedoms!

Fight the planned mass dismissals and plant closures!

Release of workers for the time of necessary production
closures with full compensation of wages and without using
the personal entitlement for free time (vacation etc.)

Increase of wages that allow a humane life according to the
cost of living in the  respective countries!

Comprehensive treatment of illnesses and accidents as well
as cost absorption for medical treatment and prevention by
the companies!

The reinstatement of temporary workers and their transfer
to the permanent staff!

From all governments of the world to protect the right of
association, assembly and negotiation as well as a full and
universal legal right to strike!

Support the programme of struggle of the International Miners’
Coordination!

Become a member of the International Miners’ Coordination!

International Coordination Group (ICG)

International Coordination Group (ICG)
International Miners Coordination (IMC)
Office: Schmalhorststraße 1c;
45899 Gelsenkirchen; Germany
Phone: 0049 209 - 36 17 42 32

e-mail: info@minersconference.org

Sadineni Venkateswara Rao
IFTU NationalPresident

Sk.Mukthar Phasha
IFTU National Secretary
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